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This, the first issue of Bibliography, makes no

claim to originality. There have been many work-

ers in the field. All that the Editor claims is that,

by co-ordinating their labours, he is able to give a

list of the writings of Dickens to which with some

reasonableness the term 'complete' may be applied.

Mr. Kitton's writings have been freely drawn on,

as also have the volumes of the admirable Book

Prices Current. To the biography by Forster, and

to the volume of Letters, every student of Dickens

is of neces'sity indebted.- '•' -' "

READY SHORTLY UNIFORM, BIBLIOGRAPHY OF TENNYSON
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BIBLIOGR^PHl' OF THE IfRITINGS

OF C^i^K^ES DlC^SfXS

1823-33

I Writing to Mrs. Howitt, September, 1859, Dickens

said :
** Do you care to know that I was a great writer at

eight years old or so r—was an actor and a speaker from

a baby r" And again :
*' My first attempts at authorship

were certain tragedies achieved at the mature age of eight

or ten and represented to overflowing nurseries." No
trace remains of Dickens' earliest attempt, * Misnar, the

Sultan of India '. The next, written in 1833 while he

was reporting for his uncle's paper, the 'Mirror of Par-

liament,' was " O'ThclIo, (part of the Great Unpaid),"

a parody of Shakespeare's tragedy, of which the original

MS. was preserved by his father and afterwards given to

friends of the family leaf by leaf, each leaf being endorsed

by Mr. John Dickens. The first leaf, so endorsed, >o]il

at Sotheby's in June, 1899, for 35/. There was a lime

of uncertainty about 1829, as to whether Dickens would
adopt the stage or journalism as his profession. He app'i'.d

to the manager of Covent Garden Theatre for an open-

ing, but when the day appointed for the interview came,

Dickens was too ill to attend. He wrote apologi^ing,

saying he would renew his app'ication next season, \ vx.

by that time he was reporting for the
*

'IVuc Sun,' and
his air.bitioni were turned in anollicr dir,elion.
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There is in existerice a" playbill dated April 27, 1833,
of some amateur theatricals, in which Dickens took part.

It is quite probable that some of the items of the triple

bill were from his pen : and in a letter to Forster from
Montreal in May, 1 842, he speaks of having acted in

* Love, Law and Physick * before his authorship days.

1833-35

2 The Monthly Magazine, or British Register of Pol-

itics, Literature, Art, Science, and the Belles Lettres. New
Series, half a crown monthly. London : published by A.
Robertson, Johnson's Court, Fleet Street ; afterwards by

Cochrane & Macrone, and later by Jas. Cochrane & Co.,

Waterloo Place, S. W.

Dickens' contributions appeared irregularly from Dec-
ember, 1833, to February, 1835, ^- follows, the first

five sketches being published anonymously :

1833 December. A Dinner at Poplar Walk. Original MS.
was entitled * A Sunday out of Town '

; when re-

published in *• Sketches by Boz ' the name was again

changed to ' Mr. Minns and his Cousin.' ( Sketches

by * Boz,' series II )

1834 J""- Mrs. Joseph Porter * over the way.' (series I )

Feb. Horatio Sparkins. ( series I

)

April. The Bloomsbury Christening, (scries I)

May. The Boarding House. ( series I

)

Aug. „ „ part II. ( series I ) First

published zvor\ signed * Boz '

Oct. The Steam Excursion. When republished in

series I part ofa paragraph near end was cancelled.

1835 Jan. Passage in the life of Mr. Watkins Tottle.

Feb. „ „ „ „ „ (series I)

In the preface to the first chtap edition of the ' Pickwick

Papers * Dickens describes how his initial attempt at author-
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ship was * dropped stealthily one evening at twilight, with

rear and trembling, into a dark letter-box, in a dark office,

up a dark court in Fleet Street,* and he tells how when itviid

appear in print he * walke.l down to Westminster Hall, and

turned into it tor ha!f-an-hour, because my eyes were so

dimmed with joy and pride that they could not bear the street

and were not Ht to be seen there '. Dickens* brief legal appren-

ticeship, first as office-boy and then as junior clerk, was ver)-

distasteful to him ; in 'David Copperfield * he tells the story

©f his s'ruggle for the mastery of shorthand until he became

parliamennry reporter on the True Sun, the Mirror ofPori-

iament, and later on the Morning C^trcnicle enjoying all the

varied experiences of a working journalist's life. Ultimately

be became as I e himself claimed the best shorthand writer in

London ; Charles Knieht tells how he heard of the wonder-

ful young journalist through hearing his praises sung by the

proprietor of the Mirror, Dickens' uncle. As a member of

the Chronicle staff Dickens enjoyed the excellent salary of five

guineas weekly. But the wish for independent authorship was

strong within him. His first sketch in the old Monthly was

quickly followed up. Captain Holland, the proprietor and

editor, could pay nothing for contributions to his moribund
magazine ; but when it changed hands and its new editor,

Mr. James Grant, an old fellow-journalist, invited Dickens

to continue his Sketches, Dickens suspected they were worth

something to the magazine and proposed payment at the rate

of half-a-guinea a page ; as a reason for asking payment he

told Grant he was about to be married, and was also arrang-

ing to edit a monthly periodical for Chapman Sc Hall. But
payment was beyond the magazine, and six months later what
Grant had refused at eight guineas was worth a hundred, so

rapidly had the young Author's reputation appreciated by
the success of * Pickwick '. The famous sobriquet of * Boz

*

signed by Dickens for the first time to the sketch publishe<l

in August, 1834, was a contraction of * Boses,' the facetious

pronunciation through the nose of the name 'Moses* which
Dickens had applied in joke to his younger brother Augustus.
This humourous practice of inventing some absurd name for

himself and his friends was a favorite amusement of Dickens.

Value. A set oi the Monthly containing the 'Sketches*
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has not occurred at auction tor many years ; singfle numbers
are worth about 15^. each and sets about 8/. or lol.

1835-36

7, Thk Evening Chronicle, the evening edition of the

Morning Chronicky edited by John Black. First number
issued Jan. 31, 1835.

To the first number of this paper Dickens contributed

an article, which was succeeded by others at irregular

intervals until August 20, when though * To be continued''

was appended to the sketch then published, over a year

ciapscd before the series was resumed. The sketches were

published in the following order, all signed * Boz ' under

the general heading * Sketches ot London,' nos. i to 20.

1835 Jan. 31, Hackney Coach Stands.

Feb. 7, Gin Shops.

„ ig, Early Coaches.

„ 28, The Parish.

March 7, * The House.' ( series II
)

„ 17, London Recreations.

April 7, Public Dinners.

„ II, * Bellamy's ' [ Reprinted with no. 5 as

* A Parliamentary Sketch with a few Portraits

'

in series II.
]

April 16, Greenwich Fair.

„ 23, Thoughts about People.

May 9, Astley's.

„ 19, Our Parish.

June 6, The River.

„ 18, Our Parish.

„ 30, The Pawnbroker's Shop.

July 14, Our Parish.

„ 21, The Streets—Morning, (series II)

„ 28, Our Parish—Mr. Bung's Narrative.
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1835 Aug. I I, Private Thcatr.^s.

„ 20, Our P.iri.-.Ii.

AH the above, except the three mnrkcd * series //'/ zvcre

republished in the first scries '^f* Sketches by Boz.^" the

fijur folloziing in the second series :

1836 Sjpt. 26, Meditations in Monmouth Strict ; also

printed in Morning Chronicle of Sept. 24.

O.t. 5, Scotland Yard; also in Morning Chronicle oi

Oct. 4.

Oct. 12, Doctors' Commons ; in Morning Chronicle

of Oct. 1 1

.

Oct. 26, Vauxhall Gardens by D.iy ; in Morning

Chronicle of same date.

When the evening edition of the Qhronicle was projected,

it was found there would be room in it for something besides

mere news, and Dickens was asked to write something. To
this he rcatiily agreed, proposing that his contributions should

take the form of the sketches he was then writing in the old

C^Ionthly {Magazine, and suggesting a small increase of salary

for this extra work. This was at once granted, his salary

being raised to seven guineas. Forthwith the gratuitous con-

tributions to Capt. Holland's magazine ceased, and the young
journalist, gaining confidence from success, was married in

his twenty-third year, on April 2, 1836, to Miss Catharine

Hogarth, daughter oi Mr. George Hogarth, co-worker on
the Cbronic/e, late Writer to the Signet in Edinburgh, friend

of Sir Walter Scott and of Lockhart. For some reason a break

of over a year occurred in the continuity of the Chronicle

articles, and when they were resumed in September, 1836,
Dickens was independent of journalism.

4 Bell's Life in London and Sporting Chronicle,

edited by \ inccnt Dowling. To this popular sporting

journal Dickens contributed the following, signed 'Tibbs,*

under the general title * Scenes and Characters':

1835 Sept. 27, Seven Dials.

Oct. 4, Miss Evans and * The E.iglc.*
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1835 Oct. 1 1, The Dancing Academy.

„ 18, Making a Night of it.

„ 25, Love and Oysters ; published in * Sketches'

series II as * Misplaced Attachment of Mr. John
Dounce.'

Nov. I, Some Account of an Omnibus Cad ; many
changes were made at beginning and end of this

sketch when published in series II as * The Last

Cab-driver and First Omnibus Cad \

Nov. 22, The Vocal Dressmaker ; published in

scries II as * The Mistaken Milliner'.

Nov. 29, The Prisoners' Van ; two opening para-

graphs were omitted when published in series I.

Dec. 13, The Parlour
; published in series II as

* The Parlour Orator,' with opening paragraph

omitted.

Dec. 27, Christmas Festivities
; published in series

I as * A Christmas Dinner,' with end paragraph

omitted.

1836 Jan. 3, The New Year.

„ 1 7, The Streets at Night.

Ail the above^ except otherwise indicated, were published

in series i of^ Sl^etches '.

Why Dickens wrote for this paper while regularly engaged

on another is not quite clear. The editor, Vincent Dowling,

was an old fellow-worker and highly appreciative of Dickens'

descriptive powers. Probably the terms offered were tempting.

Certainly the arrangement was mutual, since Dickens contin-

ued his reportorial work until the close of the autumn Par-

liamentary session of 1836.

5 The Select Library of Fiction, or Family Story-

Teller ; consisting of Tales, Essays, and Sketches of Char-

acter. London : Chapman & Hall. 1836.

To this Dickens contributed two sketches, signed ^Boz':

^
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The Tuggs's at Ramsgate, with two illustrations by

Seymour ;
published in the demy 8vo. edition of the

Sketches issued by Chapman & Hall in 1839.

A Little Talk about Spring and the Sweeps, with an

illustration by Buss ; published in series II as *The
First of May '.

The 'Library' of Fiction* was edited by Charles Whitehead,

an author of great repute at that time, whose acquaintance

Dickens had made while both were writing for the Mojithlv.

Whitehead induced Dickens to contribute to his 'Library'
;

and shortly after j2:ave him another lift to success, while ho

hims(;lf, after the publication of his 'Richard Savage,* was

to sink lower and lower in the path of self-indulgence, and

die at last in the streets of Melbourne in 1862.

Value. The Library was published in monthly parts, bat

only for a few months. On the wrapper of the first iiuniber

is printed the prospectus of 'Pickwick,' announcing it as

intended to be completed in about twenty parts. The first

six parts complete with original wrappers and advertisements

as published sold at Sotheby's in June, '99, for 61. The first

two vols, in original blue cloth, with 28 plates by Seymoui",

Buss, and 'Phiz,' 5/., at Sotheby's, June, '97 ; rebound in

polished Levant morocco with original covers preserved 6/. 5;.

at Christie's June, '98
; in half-calf, 2U., Sotheby's, March,

•96.

6 The Tuggs's at Ramsgate, and other Sketches by
* Boz,' author of * Mr. Watkins Tottle '

; to which is

added 'The Pantomim2 of Life' by the same author.

Post Svo. boards, Philadelphia, 1837. This is the first

American edition of these Sketches.

7 Sketches by * Boz,* illustrative of every-day life and

people. In two vols., with 16 etchings by Geo. Cruick-

shank. London : John Macronc, S-int James's Square.

MDcccxxxvi. Price onj guinea.
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The first vol. [pp. viii. 348 ] contains : The Parish, in six

chapters; Miss Evans and 'The Eagle'; Shops and their

Tenants *
; Thoughts about People ; A Visit to Newgate *

;

London Recreations ; The Boarding House, in two chapters
;

Hackney-Coach Stands ; Brokers' and Marine-Store Shops *
;

The Bloomsbury Christening ; Gin Shops ; Public Dinners
;

Astley's ; Greenwich Fair ; The Prisoners' Van ; A Christmas

Dinner. The second vol. [pp. iv. 342] contains : Passage

in the Life of Mr. Watkins Tottle, in two chapters ; The
Black Veil *

; Shabby-Genteel people *
; Horatio Sparkins

;

The Pawn-broker's Shop ; The Dancing Academy ; Early

Coaches ; The River ; Private Theatres ; The Great Wingle-

bury Duel *
; Omnibuses *

; Mrs. Joseph Porter ; The Steam

Excursion ; Sentiment *
.

* Sl^tches specially nvrittenfor Ms
issue.

The preface to the first edition is dated ' Furnival's Inn,

February, 1836'
; to the second edition ' Furnival's Inn, ist.

August, 1836. * Third and fourth editions followed in 1837.

Introduced by Harrison Ainsworth to John Macrone, who
had been publisher of the old (Monthly, Dickens sold to him

outright the copyright of the 'Sketches* for 100/. ; the receipt

is dated January 5, 1 837. So successful was the venture that,

as noted below, a second series was immediately issued by

Macrone.

8 Sketches by * Boz,' Illustrativs of every-day life and

every-day people. The Second Series, with 10 etchings

by Geo. Cruickshank. London : John Macrone, Saint

James's Square, mdcccxxxvi. [published early in 1837]
Price I 5/.

Contains : [pp. viii. 375] The Streets by Morning ; The
Streets by Night ; Making a Night of It ; Criminal Courts *

;

Scotland Yard ; The New Year ; Meditations in Monmouth
Street ; Our Next-Door Neighbours *

; The Hospital Patient *

;

Seven Dials ; The Mistaken Milliner ; Doctors' Commons
;

Misplaced Attachment of Mr. John Dounce ; Vauxhall Gard-

ens by Day ; A Parliamentary Sketch with a few portraits
;

Mr. Minns and his Cousin ; The Last Cab-driver and the

First Omnibus Cad ; Thj Parlour Orator ; The First of May ;
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The Drunkar.l's Death •
. * S^:iai/v ivrincn for this issut

Mr. J. V. Dcxttr has poinicil out that the orij:inai isi-LC

of the Second Scries contains numerous Printer's errors. \n

several places the pajjination is defective ; and in the List of

Illustrations the plate * Vauxhall Gardens hy Day* is cntend
twice, as facini; title and also p. 216 : thislattvr entry should

he * Mr. Minns and his Cousin' which faces p. 263. These
blunders are tests of the genuine first edition.

The preface is dated 'December 17, 1X36/ from Furnival's

Inn where tl c vcunij couple were Iivin^% r.-mn', injj to Douj^hf v

Street in March, 1837. A second edition was issued within

a few mentis with two new etchings by Cruickshank, 'The
First of May ' and 'The Last Cab-<lrivcr '. For the various

editions of the 'Sketches' issued by Macrone Dickens ac-

knowledges to have received about 400/., Macrone's profit

being about 4CC0/. The immense popularity of ' Pickw ick
'

inspired Macrone with the idea of issuing the ' Sketches * in

monthly parts, as he was legally and morally entitled to do,

having purchas.'d the copyright absolutely. But Dickens
vehemently protested. At that time, 1837, 'Pickwick' was
appearing monthly, and Dickens was editing 'Bentley^s, in

whiih 'Oliver Tw'st* was lunning ; he feared therefcr that

the simultaneous appearance of three works bearing his name
would seriously aflect his reputation. That this fear was only

temporary' is evidenced by the fact that within twelve months
three works bearing Dickens* name were being published at

one time : Ten:/t~ys, ' Xicklcby,' and the reissued 'Sketches'.

The truth seems to be that Dickens realised he had made a

bad bargain and was eager to undo it. Negotiations wer;

accordingly opened, and the copyright of the Sketches Ix»ug lit

back at Macrore's own f gure, 225c/., Messrs. Chapman w^-

}I.t11 being partners in the venture. Along with the last { a/t

of 'Pickwick' in November i 8 3 7, was issued the first monthly
pert of the new edition, demy 8vo., of the 'Sketches* in a

pink j)aper wrapper with a special design by G. Cruickshank,

and completed in 20 parts in June, 1839. For this etlition

all the etchings by Cruickshank were re-etched to suit tl c

larger page, one (*'I'he Free and Easy') was cancelled, ard
I 3 new etchings added. On the completion of serial issue,

the work was publ.shed in one vol., cloth, pp. viii. 526, pr.ie
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one guinea. London : Chapman & Hall, 1839. Preface is

dated 'London, May 15, 1839.' In this edition 'The Tuggs's
at Ramsgate ' was added from * The Library of Fiction '

(
iee

ante), and the complete 56 Sketches re-arranged under these

headings : 'Our Parish,' 7 ; Scenes, 25 ; Characters, 12 ; and

Tales, 12, with 40 etchings by Geo. Cruickshank. The first

cheap edition was issued by Chapman Sc Hall with a preface

dated 'London, October, 1850* in weekly and monthly parts,

and in cloth at 3^. 6d.

Mr. Forster in the Life has used several harsh expressions

regarding Macrone and the hard bargain he drove over the

repurchase of the * Sketches ' : it is a fashionable and cheap

amusement to decry publishers. But even hero-worship need

not prevent us from respecting the courage and enterprise cf

the man who, in face of the autocratic sway then exercised

over the London book trade by Murray and Colburn, had

the discjrnment to publish the first books of Dickens and

Thackeray ( The 'Paris S^tc/z 'Boo^) .

It may be noted that in the plate * Public Dinners ' the

second and sixth figures counting from the left were intended

by Cruickshank for author and artist respectively.

Value, The two volumes of the first Series were published

in green cloth, the second Series uniform in pink or brown
cloth. Recent prices for both series complete in original cloth

as published [at Sotheby's unless othernAjise stated) : 37/., June,

'97, with the two etchings appearing for the first time in the

second edition of second Series inserted ; 29/. 10;., March '97
;

11/., Feby., 'gg, poor copy ; 21/., May, '00
; 26/., Puttick's,

July, *o2. First series only, in original green cloth, two vols. :

24/. 10/., June, '97
; 3/. 125., May, '99, in morocco extra by

Worsford with original covers bound up ; 25/. lo^., June, '99.

Second series only, in one volume original cloth, 28/., June,

'99, enclosed in morocco cover with autograph inscription,

*
J. P. Harley, Esq., from his very sincerely, Charles Dickens,

January 15, 1837'
;

3/. 5J., Feby., '00.

In the demy 8vo. reissue in pink wrappers of 1837-9, part

2 contains an Apology to the Public for the price, and part

5 a mock Proclamation of 3 pp., demy 8vo., signed ' Boz,*

announcing publication of ' Nickleby '. A fine set complete
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with wrapp'.TS, advts., and proclamation sold, June, '99, for

^()l. ; another, in half morocco case by Riviere with Dickens

crest on back, 56/., Christie's, May, '00. The vol. as issued

in cloth : 61. 1 of., May, '97 ; antl 5/., June, '99. In Marcli

ot latter year a poor copy sold tor 3 5;., and in May, 'oc, a

copv rebound in half morocco, 26s.

A set ot 28 undivided proofs on India paper of plates to

first and second series, signed ' ist. proors, Geo. Cruickshank,*

w.th frontispiece to cheap edition and India proof of monthly
wrapper sold at Sotheby's in '97 for 46/. Inserted was auto-

graph of Cruickshank opposite proof title-page (two men in

a balloon) 'parties going u^) in balloon are intended for au-

thor and artist.'

9 Sl'nday Under Thrke Heads. As it is ; as Sabbath

Bills would make it ; as it might be made. By Timothy
Sparks. London : Chapman & Hall, 186 Strand, 1836.

[
post 8vo., pp. V. 49, with three full-page wood-engrav-

ings by Hablot K. Browne, and three topical heads on
title-page reproduced on yellow paper wrapper.]

Originally announced in part 3 of the 'Library of Fiction
*

this pamphlet is a strong plea for free, reasonable use of the

Sunday, and against a bill then recently rejected in Parlia-

m»;nt which sought to enforce 'better observance of the Sab-

bath '. In his diary under date Jan. 7, 1838, Dickens writes :

' I began the " Sketches of Young Gentlemen " today. . This
and the "Sunday" are the only two things I have not done
as " Boz " '. Dickens never reprinted this pamphlet, but it is

now includevl in vol. xix of the Biographical edition of the

Works. There are at least two facsimile reprints, of which
collectors should beware : one issued by Jarvis in 1884 omits

the words ' Sunday under three Heads ' at beginning of Chap.
Ill on p. 35 ; and the other by Pearson of Manchester has

on p. 7, line 15, 'air' instead of ' hair *.

Value. Good clean copies of the first edition are scarce.

A fair copy sold in Dcccm., '96, for 61. 15;. 5 another 8/. at

Dowcll's, Feby., '98
;

5/. 2;. 6i/., May, 'oc
;

7/. 2;. 6./., in
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z. morocco case by Riviere, June, *02
;

5/. 15^., in morocco
cover, June, '99 ; 4/. 15^., in morocco extra case, Puttick's,

Jul}-, '02
; bound in morocco wirh wrapper preaerved, 2/. \cs.

Nov., '9S, and at same time a copy rebound in morocco 28^.

1S36-38

10 The Straxge Gentleman ; a comic Biirletta. In

two acts ; by * Boz.' P'lrst performsd at the St. James's

Theatre on Thursday, S^pt. 29, 1836. London : Chap-
mnn & Hall, 186 Strand, mdcccxxxvii. [pp. 46, printed

pink paper u^rapper, with etched frontispiece by * Phiz.']

Throughout his life the Stage had ver\' strong attractions

for Dickens. At the beginning of his literary career he made
several efforts as a dramatist, of which the first was 'The
Strange Gentleman,' dramatised from 'The Great Wingie-
bury Duel ' in the ' Sketches,' and written specially for the

opening of the new St. James's Theatre. Writing to Macready
in December, 1838, Dickens said : 'I send you copy of a

farce I wrote for Harley when he left Drury Lane and in

which he acted for some seventy nights. It is the best thing

he does.' And to R. H. Horne in 1843 :
' I did it as a sort

of practical joke for Harley whom I have known a longtime.

It was funny . . . but done without the least consideration or

regard for reputation.' The tnen newly-built St. James's

Theatie was under the management of Braham, the famous

tenor. It is said Dickens made his debut on the professional

stage in this play, with indifferent success.

Printed copies of the play—perhaps advance proofs >—were

in circulation at the theatre in 1836, but no copies of this

issue remain. The first published issue is in pink printed pa-

per wrapper, some with, many without, ' Phiz's ' frontispiece

etching. A very good facsimile was issued by Chapman &
Hall in 1871, for which 'Phiz's' plate was re-etched by F.

W. Pailthorpe. Collectors should beware of this reprint, and

of another recently issued. A copy v^ith frontispiece, unauth-

enticated, sold at Sotheby's in July, '95, for 10/. ; a genuine

copy m original wrapper with frontispiece for 35/., Dec, '94
}
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another in Au^., '92, 45/. ; a copy in original wrr.ppcr with

out frontispiece, \cl. 15/., Dei'., '96
; an'l at Wright sale in

Jun.-, '99, an original copy in wrapper with trontispiere, the

original drawing by 'Piiiz* with some remarks in Dicicens*

auto?raph, a playbill of the peitor.nance, and an illustration

by heech ot Harley as the Strani^e Gentleman soM for .S4/.

* The Strange Gentleman ' is reprintel in the Avon 'Boof^ct.

I I The \'illagc Coquettes, a comic op2n. In two
acts. By Charles Dickens, the music by John Hullah.

I-Kjndon : Richard Bentley, New Buriington Street. 1836.
[in grey boards, pp. 71.]

This Opera, thouofh not produced till December 6, 183^5,

was written in the previous year before 'The Strange Gentle-

man.* Early in 1835 Dickens had become acquainted v.ith

Hullah who was Government Inspector of musical education.

Huliah hati set to music part of an opera called * The Gon-
doliers,' and suggestcil to Dickens to join forces in completing?

it. Dickens preferred an English subject ;
* I have a little story

by me,' he wrote Hullah, 'which I have not yet published,

which I think would dramatise well. If you approve of mv
idea, it is done in a twinkling j if not, I will work out your
original notion ; but I will frankly confess that, while I am
at home in England, I am at Venice abroad indeed.* The opera

was accordingly written ard accepted by Mr. Braham of the

new St. James's Theatre. On its first niirlit it was receive 1

with applause, the audience calling ' Boz ' b..-fore the curtain.

It was played nineteen times that season, and also at Edin
burgh. It was succeeded at the same theatre by Dickens' third

dramatic attempt, ' Is she his wife }*

In 1843 Dickens wrote to Home regarding this opera ; 'Pr y
tell the besotted — to let tlie opera sink into its native obscu-

rity. I did it in a fit of d— good nature for HuUaii who wrote

sonje pretty music for it. . . I have been most sincerely repejit

ant ever since and wouldn't reprint it for 1000/., and devoutly

wish it to be forgotten.*

The opera was published by Bentley a few days before C'lrist-

niasi, 1836, dedicated to J.
1"*. Harley. An edition for use in
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the theatre was printed by Bradbury 8c Evans in 1837, and

sold for 1 o^/., and an edition with the musical score was sold

in the theatre. The songs of the opera were also issued in

music size, separately by Cramer. A facsimile reprint was

issued by Bentley in 1878, with note on back of title that it

is a reprint ; forged title-pages have been substituted omitting

this note, of which collectors should beware. Owing to the

chance discovery in 1894. in a paper mill of 100 complete

original copies in quires, values have fallen from 12/. to 3/.

Editions of 'The Village Coquettes' in English were issued

at Leipzig in 1845 and at Amsterdam in 1868.

Value. Original issue as distingui^ied from sheets : 5/.,

Christie's, May, '00
;
36/. 10/., June, '99, in original grey

boards, with morocco cover enclosed in morocco box, with

inscription from author to Hullah and playbill of first per-

formance ; 64/., May, *oi, presentation copies of both text

and music, with letter, from Dickens to Harley
; 4/., Feby.,

'97, in morocco extra ; in same, 5/. 155., June, '99, and 3/. 3J,

Feby., '02
; 3/., Apl., '01, calf gilt, rough edges. Unbound

in sheets : 2/. 16^., June, '96 ; enclosed in morocco case and

box, 3/. 1 1^., May, '98
; 2/. 5/., Nov., '98. The musical score

( Cramer, 1837, small folio) elaborately bound, 6/. 6s., June,

'99.

12 The Posthumous Papers of the Pickwick Club.

Being a faithful record of the Perambulations, Perils,

Travels, Adventures, and Sporting Transactions of the

Corresponding Members. Edited by * B02.' With forty-

three etchings by R. Seymour, R. W. Buss, and * Phiz.*

London : Chapman & Hall, 186 Strand, 1837. Price

one guinea. [ One vol., cloth, pp. xvi,, 609 ; also issued

in twenty shilling monthly parts, in green paper wrapper

with design by Seymour, April, 1836 to Nov., 1837

—

no number being issued for June, 1837—parts 19 and

20 forming a double number. The dedication to Serjeant

Talfourd is dated ^48 Doughty Street, Sept. 27, 1837.']
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After the Bible, Shakespeare, and the ' Pili^rrlm's Pro5;re?s,'

'Pickwick* is the best known work in the lan§^uaije. /Flie

story of its inception is well known. Dickens had acquire.!

the sperms of a reputation by his Sketches in the {Mynt/.'I\\

Bfil'i Lift-, and the Chronicle, A slis^ht connection had been

formed with Chapman Sc Hall by the publication of his two
stories in their Library of Fiction. When they wereconsiderino^

the project of a miscellany of stories to be written round four

sketches by Seymour each month, they applied in the Hrst

instance to Whitehead to undertake the work. W^hitehead

however realised that his habits made the assumption of a

reofular task impossible, and referred them to his youn^ jour-

nalist friend, Dickens, then in his twenty-third year. The
junior partner in the firm, Mr. Hall, accordinj^ly waited on
Dickens ; what followed is told in the Preface to the first cheap

edition :
' When I opened my door in Furnival's Inn to the

managing partner who represented the firm, I recognised in

him the person from whose hands I had bought, two or three

years previously, and whom I had never seen before or since,

my first copy of the magazine in which my first etfusion app-

eared in all the glory of print. ... I told my visitor of the

coincidence which we both hailed as a good omen ; and so

fell to business.' To the proposal that the narrative should

be written round the plates, Dickens objected that it would
be much better tor the plates to arise naturally out of the text,

that thus he would have a freer range, and that however he

should bind himself down in the first instance, he would al-

most certainly take his own way ultimately. His objections

were allowed and he wrote the first number, for which Sey-

mour made four plates. Writing to his future wife about this

time Dickens says: * Chapman Sc Hall have made me an

offer to write and edit a new publication they contemplate,

entirely by myself, to be published monthly, and each num-
ber to contain four woodcuts. I am to make my estimate and
calculation and to give them a decisive answer on Friday

morning. The work will be no joke, but the emolument is

too tempting to resist.*

Each number was to consist of one-and-a-half sheets ( 24 \>^.

)

and the terms agreed on were Nine guineas a sheet ; as the first

number has 26 pp. the amount payable for it— 15/. 7;. 2./.

—
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would be rather bss than named by the late Mr. Chapman
to Forster as the agreed amount—fifteen guineas. The first

two numbers were paid for in advance as Dickens, true son

of the original Micawber, required the money for his coming
marriage. So he required money in advance all his life.

A claim has been made that Seymour the artist originated

the * Pickwick Papers '. This Dickens absolutely repudiated,

and as far as actual authorship is meant it is baseless. But
it is quite possible that the original idea was in the first inst-

ance suggested to Chapman Sc Hall by Seymour, who had

published ' Maxims and Hints for an Angler' in 1833, with

a character therein remarkably similar to Dickens' hero. In

the same publishers' 'Squib Annual '( 1835 ), Seymour's

plates arc of the style in their minds when they approached

Dickens. For the first suggestion probably the publishers and

Seymour divide the credit ; but for the actual authorship

Dickens alone is responsible. Seymour's * authorship ' was

limited to Mr. Winkle who was introduced for his benefit.

The new venture was advertised in the * Times ' and elsz-

wl.ere, March 26, 1836 :

Thi: Pickwick Papers. On the 3 ist. of March will be pub-

lished, to be continued monthly, price one shilling, the

first number of The Posthumous Papers of the Pick-

wiCK Club, containing a faithful record of the Peramb-

ulations, Perils, Travels, Adventures and Sporting Trans-

actions of the Corresponding Members. Edited by * Boz '.

Each monthly part embellished with four illustrations by

Seymour. Chapman lV Hall, 186 Strand.

A 4 pp. prospectus was also issued-in February ; this is sun-

posed to be the first announcement of the new venture and i.i

its original form is a very rare bibliographical item.

No great hopes seem to have been entertained. Of the first

four numbers only 1500 were printed and sent to the trade
* on sale or return'—and sold 50 ! Serious debate was held

as to whether the enterprise should be persisted with, when
with the introduction ofJingle and Sam Weller the tide turned

and the parts rapidly attained a sale of over forty thousauvi.

T lie happy publishers, as stipulated by the agreement that if
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the work were successful the author would be further remun-
erated, paid Dickens sums ay; fJ

negating 3000/. during serial

issue. This thev cculd well attbrd to do it, as Dickens claim-

ed, they made a clear profit ot 14000/. by the work in four

years.

Ot ' Pickwick * as of most other successful works, originals

and parallels are found to be numerous. The claim of Sey-

mour to the authorship was stated in a letter by his son to

the Atherurum, ot March 21, 1S66, vigorously answered by
Dickens the following week. The title * Pickwick Papers

'

is supposed to have been suggested bv a passage in the preface

to Whitehead's Jack Ketch ; Pickwick himself is called the

Ensflish Don Quixote ; many adventures similar to those in

' Pickwick ' are to be found in Pierce Egan's novels ; Sam
Weller's famous muffin stor^' will be found in Boswell ; many
of Micawber's most ponderous apothegms are taken almost

verbatim from Dr. Johnson's conversations ; in Humphrey
Clini^r is an incident directly suggestive of Sam's transference

of himself to the Fleet ; and Jingle's prison experiences are

remarkably like those of Jcnkinson in the Ficar oj ^'aie-

field. These 'plagiarisms' and many more are to be found in

' Pickwick ' and its successors : Dickens like Shakespeare and
his peers took his ore where he found it, changing it into gold

in the crucible of his genius.

The green paper wrappers in which all Dickens* serial works
were issued caused him to sometimes familiarly refer to them
as his 'green leaves.*

Part I of 'Pickwick* contained 26 pp. and four plates by
Sevmour. Thii, arrangement was not found quite satisfactory

and was being reconsidered when Seymour's suicide on April

20 compelled a decision. With part 2 an Address to the

Public was issued, apologising for the ajjpearance of three

plates instead of four owing to the artist's death, and promis-

ing that future numbers would be on an improved plan. Part

3 and succeeding numbers contained 32 pp. each and two
plates. An Address in the third number announced that R.
W. Buss, 'a very humourous and talented artist', had been

enga'.jed to succeed Seymour ; but with unsatisfactory results.

After a very few of part 3 with Buss's two etched plates had
been sold, the plates were cancelled and given to the n.:w artist
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engag'ed, Hablot K. Browne, to re-etch. These two plates, as

re-etched, were at first signed ' Nemo,' as also the two plates

in part 4. Browne did not adopt the name ' Phiz ' ( ' to har-

monise I suppose with " Boz
"

', he said), until part 5. In

later re-etchings the plates in parts 3 and 4 were signed 'Phiz'.

Part 3 is therefor a test of a genuine first issue, containing

as it does {a) the Address to the Public, and {b) two plates

designed and etched by Buss,— ' Phiz's ' re-etched plates are

of much less value. A noteworthy incident about this time

was the application of Thackeray,—fresh from the loss of his

fortune in the Qofistitutlonal,—for the vacancy created by

Buss's failure. With part 10 another Address was issued in

which the author said *a few words for himself 5 and with

part 15 another, apologising for delay in issue owing to the

death of Dickens' sister in-law, Mary Hogarth, which greatly

atfected him. Parts 17, 18, and 20 also contain addresses by

the publishers.

An edition of * Pickwick* was Issued in Calcutta by the

Asiatic Lithographic Press, with lithographic reproductions

of the plates and title-page, in two vols., for which the type

was set-up in Calcutta. * Pickwick * was extensively pirated

in the States, one of the best-known issues being by J. Turney
of New York, in 26 parts, royal 8vo., green pictorial wrapper

with the original plates reproduced, besides eleven of Crow-
quill's series of extra illustrations. An edition was issued at

Launceston, Van Diemen's Land, in iS3<S, demy 8vo., with

all illustrations reproduced by lithography and a new title-

piffe engraved dated i8-;6.

Imitations, continuations, and parodies of ' Pickwick' were

published everywhere, ericourav'ed by the tiemendous success

of the work as It progressed. These will be fully dealt with

in a future issue of Biblio(;raphy, to be entitled Dicklns :

HIS Illustrators and Imitators.

N0T6. There are probably not twenty complete sets of the

genuine first issue in parts in existence. As the circulation

rapidly Increased the parts were again and again reprinted to

meet the demand, and for these the plates as they became worn
were re-etched bv ' Phiz ' so that practically none of the sets

now in the market contain Seymour's or Buss's plates, but
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only the plates rc-2tched after their designs. In the hurry of

rcprintini:, maay minor errors crept into the text, but from

the text alone it is impossible to decide a genuine Hrst issue.

The distinguishing marks of a genuine Jirst issue are : [a) all

parts are dated on cover 1836
;
(A) on cover of part i are the

words * li'ith Jour illustrations by Seymour—later reprints //////

illustrations
;
[c) part i contains Seymour's four plates unsigned

—not those re-etched
; (./) on cover or p:irt 2 are the words

irith illustrations by Seymour—later reprints With illustrations
;

{e) part 2 contains three plates by Seymour, signed, not 'Phiz's*

re-etched plates
; {f) on cover of part 3 are the words With

iihistrations bv R. IV. 'Buss—later reprints With illustrations
;

{g) there are three distinct early issues ot part 3 : with Buss's

original etchings, as re-etched by Browne signed * Nemo,* and

signed as ' Pl.iz '
;
{h) the two plates in part 4 are signed ' Neuio

*

—later reprints *Phiz'
;

(/') parts 2, 3, 5, 10, and 15 contain

Addresses to the Public from the author, and parts 17, i S,

and 20 Addresses by the publishers
;

(/•) the plates in parts 1

to 12 have no titles, only numerical references to the pages

containing the passages illustrated
;
plates in parts 13 to 20

have neither titles nor numerical page references
; (/) the name

* Weller ' in * Marquis of Granby ' plate is spelt ' Veller.* Parts

containing plates with titles are not first issues, but reprints

of later issue.

V.\LUE. In parts, first issue, {at Sotheby's unless othe-ivise

stated) : 3+/., May, '94 ; 85/., June, '<)(),fine copy ; a set which

had changed hands in '89 for 5c/. sold at same time for 105/.,

( this is the copy of which the first 14 parts were presented by

Dickens to his sister-in-law, and bearing inscription ' Mary
Hogarth, from her's affectionately '—first part signed 'Charles

Dickens ', another ' The Editor ', all others ' C. D.'—after her

death part 15 was presented to her father, and parts 15 to 20

are inscribed ' R. F. W.', Miss Walker, Mary Hogarth's

school friend to whom they were given.
) ; set enclosed in two

half-morocco cases with Dickens' crest on back, 34/., Christie,

May, *oo, poor price ;a set with parts i and 3 only first issue,

in half-morocco case, 24/. ioj., May, '98 ; similar set, 22/.,

March, '99 ; with two Buss plates and covers slightly repaired

and Addrcis in part 15, 8/. 15J., Nov., '98
j another iiijhily
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better but similar set, in morocco case, 13/. 5J., Feby., '96
;

in parts with wrappers and advts., 8/., May, '00
; with some

wrappers awanting, 61. 10^., Decern., '00
; clean fine set of

parts I to 18 Oi an early issue, 15/. lo^., Puttick, April, '01
;

a copy of the address extracted from part 2, 5/. io.f., Feby.,

'02. Odd parts are worth about 6s. each, early issues of the

earlier numbers being of course worth very much more. The
earliest issue, bound, is worth about 8/., but a copy of the or-

dinary first edition in original cloth uncut, sold at Sotheby's

in July, '97, for 4/. 10^.

A Jubilee edition of ' Pickwick * was issued in 1887, edited

by Charles Dickens the younger, in two vols. The ordinary

issue is of small value, but 8 copies were printed throughout

on vellum, of which a copy sold at Sotheby's in June, '99,

for 9/. I zs.

A Reading edition from 'Pickwick' entitled *Mr. Bob
Sawver'i Party,' with a frontispiece by S. Eytinge, jr., w.as

issued in 1867, f'cap 8vo., sewed in printed wrapper, by the

Boiton publishers, Ticknor Sc Fields, with a prefatory note

signed ' Charles 'Dickens,' dated October, 1867, stating that

it is the 'only correct and authorised edition.' It was also

issued by the same firm the following year, bound up with

Reading edition of 'David Copperfield ' in special printed

wrapper. Also by same firm in 1868, uniform, ' Bardell a;.

Pickwick,'

I 3 Is She His Wife ? or Something Singular I A comic

Burlctta. In one act. By * Boz.' London, 1837.

The existence of this play by Dickers had been entirely for-

gotten. It was brought to light by the late R. H. Shepherd,

who chanced upon mention of it in the Era Almanac ot i S69.

When produced at the St. James's Theatre on March 6, '37,

no author had been named 5 but when Harley took his benefit

on March i 3 the bill of the day announced the play by 'Boz.'

Harley in the interlude appeared as Mr. Pickwick and sang

a song in character specially written by Dickens, amusingly

describing a whitebait dinner at Blackwall. Of this song no
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trace remains. Nor is it known how lon«j the piece ran, but

Mr. Shepherd had in his possession a play-hill of the xqtk.

jx-rtorniance on April 25. Curioiu-ly enouf^h, no mention is

made of ih:s bur'.ctta in Forsier's Life. It was the last dram-

atic work Dickens produceil on the regular stage.

VaiA'K. This, rarest of all Dickcrsiana, was printeci early

in 1S37, but it is not known that any copy ot the original

issue is now in existence. The only known copy was bought

for 6/. in 1876 by Mr. Osgood, the Boston publisher—a demy
8vo., 32 pp. without wrapper. From this copy Mr. Osgood
reprinted as a i2mo., cloth, 80 pp. ; a copy sold at Sotheby's

in April, '95, for \l. 15/. The unicjue original was destroyed

in the fire at Messrs. Osgood's premises in Boston in 1879.

Mr. Spencer in '02 was offering for 35/. a copy of a hither-

to unknown issue of ' Is she his wife.' ' supposed to have been

printed prior to or about 1873 by Chapman Sc Hall, as the

paper used is the same as in that firm's reprint of ' The Strange

Gentleman*. This copy was post 8vo., 22 pp. of text and 2

pp. blank, with printed front wrapper and no back wrapper.

1838-39

14 Oi.ivKR Twist ; or The Parish Boy's Progress. By
* Boz.' In three vols. Lon Ion : Rich.ird Bcntlcy, New
Burlington Street, 1838. Price 25/. [In brown cloth

;

vol. I, pp. 331, nine illustrations : vol. II, pp. 307, seven

illustrations : vol. Ill, pp. 3i5,cijht illuitr.itions. No
preface or dedication.

]

Dickens* short-lived connection with Bcntley began on
August 22, 1836, on which date he entered into an agr-".-

nicnt to edit the projected 'Rentley's Miscellanw originally in-

tended to he called 'The Wits* Miscellany.* The terms ar-

ranged were 2o/. })er month ; it was further agreed that he

should contribute a serial to the new magazine, and that Mr.
Bentley should purchase two other stories for future public-

ation. This agreement was signed just as 'Pickwick* was
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beo^inning" to make its way, before Dickens fully knew his

value, and three years hiter it was cancelled by mutual consent.

The first number of the O^liscellany was issued in January.

1837 ; and the fiist Instalment of 'Oliver Twist' appeared

in the next number, continuing monthly—except June or

that year—until its completion in March, 1839, with plates

by Cruickshank.

Dickens wrote 'Oliver Twist' with whole-hearted fervor,

intending it as an exposure of the poor-law system and of the

miseries silently borne by the poor. During its entire course

he was harassed with overwork : he was completing ' Pick-

wick,' beginning * Nickleby,* writing * Oliver,' editing and

writing for the €Mtscellanv, and writing the 'Lamplighter'

almost simultaneously ; the ' Memoirs of Grimaldi ' also were

being licked into shape. Small wonder that he became restive

under the pressure and shortly before the conclusion of 'Oliver*

resigned the editorship to his friend Harrison Ainsworth,

—

lending his name however for another two years for an hon-

orarium, of 40/. monthly, exactly double his salary as editor.

'Oliver' was the first of the works submitted to Forster be-

fore publication. In many letters to his biographer Dickens

speaks of the hold the story had on him : indeed, all through

life, Dickens—a born actor—entered fully into the joys and

sorrows of his creations, 'Don't let us ride till tomorrow,'

he writes Fcrster, ' not having yet disposed of the Jew, who
is such an out-and-outer that I don't know what to make of

him '

; and again, ' sit here and read or w ork or do something,

while I write tl>e last chapter of * Oliver,' which will be arter

a lamb chop'. The complete story was issued in three vols,

on Novem. 9, six months before completion in the {Miscill-

a^!V, and a remarkable fact stated by Mr. Kitton is that only

528 copies were subscribed for by the Trade, divided among
thirty-five book sellers.

Towards the end of his life George Cruickshank made a

curious claim to the authorship of ' Oliver Twist,' alleging

that some sketches Dickens saw in his studio during a visit

in 1836, suggested the chief incidents, such as Fagin in the

Condemned Cell, etc. In Artist and Author .• a Stuteme-tit of

Fact [ 1872 ] Cruickshank tried to prove his claim, but there

seeSis to be no more in it than an old man's hazv memories

11
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1

of the many interviews author and artist must have had durinjj

tlie progress of the work. Publication in book form was in

fact delayed for some time throui,'h Diclccns objecting to one
of the plates,' Rose Maylie and Olivjr'—now design iied the

Fireside Plate—and requiring: another to h.- drawn and etched

in Its place—not however before several copies with the can-

celled plate had been sold.

The success of * Oliver* was not immediately very !::^reat ; a

second issue of the first edition was made in 1S3S, a second

clition foUowin-^ next year. The copyrijjht was resold by
Bentley to Dickens in June, 1S40, for 2250/., including 1000
copi-s unsold, and later on in the year another issue was made,
f)ilowed in 1841 by the third edition with a long preface,

dated 'Devonshire Terrace, April, 1841 '. Chapman ^' Hall

b'-'gan in Januar)', 1846, an issue in ten shilling monthly parts

in a green caper wrapper, with all plates, and uniform with

the other monthly issues. This was later the same year issued

in one vol. in slate-coloured clotn, pp. xii., 311, at i u. by
Bradbury Sc Evans, Dickens' breach with Chapman Sc Hall

owing to the comparative failure of 'Martin Chuzzlewit ' be-

ing by then complete,

NOTE. The genuine^n^ issue of i 838 in 3 voir, is in brown
cloth, and should contain the cancelled Fireside plate ; the

title-page should read 'Oliver Twist, or The Parish Boy's

Progress. Bv " Boz " '. The second issue of the first edition is

also in brown cloth, but has substituted plate of Rose Maylie
and Oliver by his mother's grave, and the title-page reads,

'Oliver Twist, by Charles Dickens' ; the edition of i 8 39 has

same title-page with 'Second Edition' atlded. The issue of

I S40 has sime title-page as first issue, with date changed j and
the third edition has same title-page as second edition and date

1841. The edition of 1846 in paits is the most sought after

and in volume form in slate-coloure'i cloth is rather scarce.

For this edition the plates were 'touched up ' by Findlay and
changed in several details with sometimes new back-grounds
added—considerably to the original artist's disgust. The first

cheap edition was issued by Bradbury & Evans in 1850, also

in parts, and in volume form at 31. Sd., with frontispiece ;for

this a new prefac was written dated * Devonshire Terrace,
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March, 1850*.

Value. First issue of first edition, all at Sotheby^s : 2/. 4J.,

Febv., '97 ; with suppressed and substituted plates, 9/. loj.,

June, '97 ; 3/., May, '98 ; 61. 15/., June, '99 ; with suppressed

and substituted plates, 3/ iS/., Nov., '99 52/. 2J., Nov., '99
;

i/. I u., Feby., '00
; 2/. 5^., Nov., '01

; i/. 4J., Decern., *oi.

Second issue of first edition : \l. 8j., Decern., '96
; 23/., Jan.,

'00. Presentation copy with author's autog^raph, of 1841 ed-

ition, I 3/. I 35., June, '99. Reissue of 1 846 in ten parts : 7/. 5/.,

June, '97 ; 11/. I is., June, '99 ; 7/. 2s. 6d.^ Nov., '99 ; very

fine set, 23/., Christie's, May, '00
; in cloth case, good cony,

13/. los.y June, '02
;
parts rebound in cloth, 8/. \2S. 6d., Feb.,

*oo ; as issued in one vol., slate-coloured pictorial cloth, 3/.,

March, '97 ; 2/. "js. 6d., Puttick's, July, '02
; in calf extra by

Tout, i/. 1 1^., Decern., '97 : and in calf extra by Riviere, with

a cover bound up at end, 2/. icf., Feby., '98.

I 5 Bentley's Miscellany. A monthly magazine, price

2i. 6d. London : Richard Bentley.

1837 Vol. I.

January, Public Life of Mr. Tulrumble, once Mayor of

Mudfog ; with an illustration by Geo. Cruickshank.

pp. 49-63.

March, Stray Chapters by * Boz.' Chap. I. The Pantom-

ime of Life. pp. 291-7.

May, Stray Chapters by ^Boz.* Chap. II. Some partic-

ulars concerning a Lion. pp. 515-8.

June, Editor's Address on the completion of the first

volume, dated 'London, June, 1837.'

Vol. II.

October, Full report or the first meeting of the Mudfog
Association for the Advancement of Everything.

pp. 397-413.
December, Address signed * Boz ' and dated ' November

30, 1837.'
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1838 \'ol. 1\'.

August, Mr. Robert Bolton, ti\c * Gentleman connected

with the Press.' pp. 204-6.

September, Full Rjport of the Second Meeting of the

Mudfog Association for the Advancement of Every-

thing, pp. 209-227.

1839 \'ol. V.

February, Familiar Epistle from a Parent to a Child aged

two N'ears and two months. Signed * Hoz.' The ' child
'

is the Miscclltin'^, of which Dickens takes farewell, and

announces Harrison Ainsworth as his successor.

The success of the 'Sketches* and 'Pickwick' inspired

Bentlev to offer the vfjuthful ' Bf)Z ' the editorship of iiis pro-

jected €\lisLeUam\ and the ncwly-marricd Dickons, eager to

increase his income, readily agreed. It is not surprising that

the overwhelming: success of 'Pickwick' and the lary;e sums
paid for it soon made Dickens nissatisHed with the j^altry zcl.

monthlv from Bentlcy. In July, 1837, he accordinglv wrote

tiiat unless Bentlcy a<,^reed to pav 600/. for 30CO copies of
* Barnahv Rud^e ' and tor the same nuniber of' Oliver Tw ist

*

7cc/., he would abide by the letter of his a»,M-een)ent regarding

the €\Jisiellan\, which probably meant tiiat he was under no
obligation to write anything besides the serial in the Miiiell-

anv and the two stories contracted for, and could retire from
the editorship at any time. The orii^inal fee <>{ 500/. was in-

creased to 75c/. for • Oliver * but Dickens remained dissatisfied

and the contract was cancelled. Dickens contributed several

other papers to the maj^azine most of which were reprinteil

in a vol. published by Bcntley in iS.So (cloth, pp. iv., 198)
entitled 'The Mudfojj Pa})ers *. All tJK'se papers are now
included iji vol. xi;< of the Biographical edition of the works.

Value. Bentley's reprint is of no value and mav bo j)icked

up for a few pence. The Hrst 20 vols, of tlie C\liicillun\, in

original cloth, sold for 7/. 2/. 6(i. at Hodjjson's, Kebv., '01
;

first 40 vols, in half-calf uniform, S/. izs. 6^/., Sotheby's,

April, '01
; firr.t 23 vols, in half-calf j,Mlt, 4/. -js. 6./., l\ittick's,

Oct., *oi. With the second number ot the €\li:(.i'//cj;v was
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issued a curious 3 pp. leaflet, written in the style of a royal

proclamation, entitled ' Extraordinary Gazette : Speech of his

Mightiness on opening the second number of Bentley's Mis-
cellany, Edited by Boz,' with at the top a portrait of Dickens

in a humourous design by ' Phiz '
; a coTpy of this sold for i/,

at Puttick's in Feby., '96.

16 Public Life of Mr. Tulrumble, once Mayor of

MuDFOG. By * Boz,' with other Tales and Sketches from

Bentley''s Miscellany and The L'lhrarsj of Flrtion. Philadel-

phia : Carey, Lea & Blanchard. 1837.
A copy of this reprint sold at Sotheby's in June, '96, for 22J.

17 More Hints on Etiquette, for the use of Society

at large and Young Gentlemen In particular. With nine

wood-cuts by Geo. Cruickshank. London : Charles Tilt,

1838. [ izmo. pictorial cloth, gilt edges.]

Mr. Spencer, in his catalogue for June, 1892, says : Until

now I think it was quite unknown that Charles Dickens and
George Cruickshank were the joint authors of the above. I

am indebted to W. Wright of Paris (in whose possession the

MS. is) for this knowledge and with his permission I make
it public' Mr. Kitton, however, says that 'a careful examin-

ation justifies the opinion that the novelist had a very small

share ( if any ) in this amusing ' skit ' on a similar work issued

two years previously by the firm of Longman '.

Value. 3/. 8i., Sotheby's, June, '97.

1 8 The Lamplighter, a Farce in one act. By Charles

Dickens, reprinted from the MS. in the Forster collection

in South Kensington Museum [by Mr. R. H. Shepherd].

London 1879. [i zmo., pp. 45, blue paper wrapper, 250
copies only printed. ]

^^ ^ix.ne'm^^r^m
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In an un.iafcd letter, probably about May, iS37» Dickens

writes to Harley lliat he has considered the terms on wliich

he could atibrd to sell Mr. Braham the acting rights of a new

piece for the St. James's Theatre, which he accordingly fixes

at 100/. for a one-act piece about an hour long, or 250/. for

a two-act piece. Nothing further came of the proposal, and

Dickens' connection with the St. James's Theatre ceased. In

the T/ieatrical Observer of November 15, 1837, it is stated

that ' Mr. Charles Dickens, author of the * Pickwick Papers,'

has received most liberal offers from Mr. Macready to write

for Covent Garden, but we are informed they have been de-

clined*. In a letter to Macready, dated presumably October,

1838, Dickens says :
' I have not seen you for the past week

because I hoped when we met to bring 'The Lamplighter.'

It would have been finished by this time, but I found myself

compelled to set to work first at * Nickleby ' at which I am
at present engaged. . . I must finish it at latest by the 24M.,

and the instant I have done so I will apply myself to the farce.*

He then suggests that Macready may care to look at * The
Strange Gentleman,' of which he sends a copy, and offers to

alter it if desired. Shortly thereafter 'The Lamplighter* was

finished and put into rehearsal, but seems to f av* found no
fivour with the Covent Garden company and was withdrawn.

Writing to Macready on December i 3, Dickens says :
* I can

have but one opinion on the subject—withdraw the farce at

once by all means. . . Believe me, I have no other feeling of

disappointment connected with the matter but that arising

from the not having been able to be of some use to you.' The
play was never acted, and the only known copy is now in

South Kensington, in MS. not in Dickens' writing. Dickens

afterwards turned the farce into a story, published in the ' Pic-

nic Papers *.

Value. 2/. 2f., Sotheby's, June, '00, in morocco extra by
Riviere with original wrappers preserved.

19 Sketches of Young Ge.vtlkmen, dedicated to the

Young Ladies, with six wood engravings by* Phiz.* Lon-
don : Chapman & Hall, 1838. [ iimo., pp. viii. 76, in
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Cl-jstnt^d ptipcr boards wiih, dssigti by * PJiiz' ; prici jx. ]

This Etrie brrxrhur:; confafning' rwdvc i^rrhes each dev-

oted to rhe considerarion oi* a cfrtfersnt kind crf^yoan^;' ^eatie-

man, was held in smnLl estimarfcn by Difk.^ms. and was oever

reprinted bv hinri Pnrier dare Jaauary :?. li ji. he wiubs sb

his ciiarv : 'I e "Sketches ot Yznxi^ Ggnrirwoi '*

m-dav. One h _..-..- . _id rwency five poocds ftv^Kfcalkcdie

book^ wirboar my oaxne to ir, is precry we& '. The book was
caamusBoaed by Qagaam. ic Hail m iaSkam a. wiaiiw wnA
paUahe:! hrr than the pKvnraa jcarv Sj^rftsieri^TaMn^JLddfar

by ^s^mk:. which dealt m hmaamtams mtnau with, the juumi^

laciics of the period.

Vai.c^. a fiae copy la oris^'nal -icrurc lioarrfs, tL cj-.. at

Sotheby's, Feby , '9* ; rebotuul in LeTan.r zicroccc -xizh 01^-
inal cowers preserved, zL ics^ ^darcfa, 'cc. Copies ar^Quxsz'a

'

book aeil
'' - .or reboood above ^L, mereiy bmwir

of its asscf^ . Dkfcan. In icadf it is wortb^esL

20 ScHTCH£3 OF YouTiG CocFL£3 ; wicb an

<rraace ro die Gcnclenien of Eogland (beasg Bacheiont

cr WUow.m } ca rhe pFcs;:nt iiarmiwg crsok B^ eke

A^!:hor of ' Sii^rjiies of Young GcudamenJ Wok six

rrrhiags by * Phiz.* Loodoa : Qni|iniJin Sl EUI, 134XX

[ izmo^ pp. 92, ia fflainr ani biae foipor boHRb^ pcke

3^-

J

"''
n rhesaoiepian as rhe piTr=r::nT, anti rt5nra.ia:aT

e -rhes. For rhis Dtrkens rere:^«ri ;i -/., bur he rsa-

sitlcrsd It * a poor thin;? of urrie vrorrh,' and never reprinted

ic Both ar= aow incioded in the Biographical Swtioa.

. f the ons^naf issne ars rather sea

-

I.. _ •. . .

-

' »ards soid for ji. -i, 6J. at Sor -

Fd>y., *9~. Rebound copies with cowers prsserv-jd : ca.? etrra

h' ^ ^
' ' ; morocro cstra, zJ. ^y 3>IardL,

ys.May,'cc.

"^"BB^^iwapiaaiVpqpp^pg
^Ik^MfiaK;^ ^ .

'^
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The first Amrnran edhkMi of bofk 'Vocn; Ladies* aad
* Voon^ GraxkflKB * vas waed at Rkiladripkia ia 1 1 3 1.

Aa edition in one rol. of iWc three sencs of Sketches witk

it etchings br 'Pfaii* wasiMaed inrChapoian Si H2II in i S43

in pinorial rioch, tztaa. It is kardlT possible thxt D)ckms
approred of tkis ramme, cvca laoaji ioailj , ofhm t»o ' skitt.*

2 1 'DiitH^M AmTitTTSFR,' Fcbv. I o, 1 8 3 8. Contains

a Icttrr dated * D-l^'.in^T^n, Siturdar rocwTjint;, Febv. 3,

1838/ u^ed * Charles Dickens,' indiarnantir denying

stitements made regarding Dickens in a paragraph in

same paper the •
-tg wee^. ^ * e Dr. Macten-^c

who wrote the -^ ):V-trx.- p. -_ ia N-w York in

18-0.

2 2 ScRGEAVr BlLL AND HIS RvK.E£ SaOVT. lUustialcd bv
Geo. CruickshanL Loodoa : Thomas Tc;gg, 1S39. [pp.
viii. 47, sqaare 161110^ dock.]

There is grare doabc as to whether IKckess had acrthls?
to do with this. There is however ao doabt that he agreed

TO write the book for Tegy for tzoL, bat tbere is no trace

of his haTia«: dooe aarthins farther ia the autter. The pub-
lisher's aoa has stated that tbe acgotiatioaa abuaatdy icil

through. {NuammJ ^merieSfhlzr t, «S75)

Value. The little book is Terr rare aad as a Cnuckshaak
itenv as well as for its Dickens interest, is valued br coHectotv
A hnc copy in oripnal cloth sold at SotHcbv's in Deccsa^ '00,

for I ;/. ; 47. izs. SJ^ Decern^ *ci ; 3/- 16;., Mch., 'ca ; at

Christie's, 3/-, Mar, 'oc.

2; The Lin a\d ADrEvn.»r5 or Nicholas NirtLrrr,
contair -. u .^. ^ jaj of the Fortunes^ Misibr-

tuncs, . in^ »ad Complete Career
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of the Nickleby Family. By Charles Dickens. With 39
etchings by * Phiz ' and portrait of the author by Mac-
lisp, engraved by Finden. London : Chapman & Hall,

186 Strand, 1839. Price one guinea cloth, 24/. 6d. half-

morocco, 26/. dd. whole morocco. [One vol., pp. xvi.,

624. Issued also in shilling monthly parts, in green paper

wrapper with design by * Phiz,' April, 1838 to Oct.,

1839, parts 19 and 20 forming a double number.]

On the conclusion of the serial issue of 'Pickwick,' Chapman
Si. Hall were naturally anxious to have a successor to that very

lucrative venture. On November 18, 1837, Dickens signed

an agreement to deliver by March following the MS. of the

initial number of a new story to be completed in twenty parts.

The terms were 150/. a number, ten times the amount orig-

inally agreed on for * Pickwick,' and on the conclusion of the

story the gratified publishers paid an additional 1 500/. as some
acknowledgment of the success achieved. It was also agreed

that the copyright should revert to the author five years after

first issue.

In this story Dickens exposed the iniquities of the cheap

schools for which Yorkshire was then notorious. Public att-

ention had been drawn to these establishments by some trials

in the Courts. Dickens went down into Yorkshire, posing as

the representative of a widow with an only son. Four days

sufficed for gathering all the * local colour ' required ; but it

is rather unfortunate—to put it mildly—that the only master

who received him with courtesy should have been made the

prototype of Squeers, and should have been thereby ruined.

How closely Dickqns followed facts may be judged by com-
paring the following advertisement, which appeared in the

Thnes on June 29, 1838, while 'Nickleby, was being pub-

lished, with that of Mr. Squeers :

At Mr. Simpson's Academy near Richmond, Yorkshire,

youth are boarded and instructed by Mr. S. in whatever

their future may require, at 20 or 23 guineas a year acc-

ording to age. No extras and no vacations. Cards with

references to be had from Mr. S. who attends daily from

12 to 2 o'clock at the Saracen's Head7 Snow Hill. Con-
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veyanoc by steam vessel weekly.

Dickens was in the first flush ot fame, with high spirits and
indomitable enerjiry, when 'Nickleby' bcfjan. Writing to

Forster on February 7, 183S, ( his twenty sjxth birthday and
wriiinp his third long novel !) he says : *I ha've begun ! I

wrote four slips last night, so you see the beginning is made.

And what is more, I can go on '

; and again, ' I have perpet-

rated a great amount ot work yesterday, and have every day
indeed since Monday. . . It this were to go on long I should

bust the boiler !
' And on Sept. 29, in his diary at Broadstairs :

* Finished " Nickleby " this day at two o'clock. Thank God
that I have lived to get through it nappily,'

The first part, issued in April, 1838, was an instant success,

forty-eight thousand Ixring sold. So great was the interest in

the story that before it ended several unauthorised dramatis-

ations were staged, compelling the novelist to modify his in-

tended ending. A version was later acted in Paris, of which
a diverting account was given by Thackeray in Frasers for

March, 1842, republished as 'DicH^ns tn France.

Value. * Nickleby' possesses no peculiarities appealing to

collectors and is fairly common in parts and as issued in cloth.

In parts : 26;., Puttick's, May, '97 ; in half-morooco case,

3/. I S;., Sotheby's, Feb., '96 ; 2/. \os., Nov., '01
; with some

wrappers awanting, 29/., Jan., *02
; 2/. 6i., Mch., '02

; fine

copy in cloth case, 6/., June, 'c2, excdlent price ; in half-mor-

occo case by Riviere with Dickens' crest on bark, 3/. 7/. dd.^

Christie's, May, 'oc. Copy as issued in original cloth, 2/.,

Sotheby's, Fcby., '96.

A mock Proclamation dated February' 28, 1838, 3 pp., demy
8vo., was issued advertising 'Nickleby*. It was distributed

as an advertising leaflet in the magazines at that time ; it is

useful to complete a set in parts and adds to its value. A set

in parts including it sold at Sotheby's for 7/. in May, '98.

A Reading edition entitled ' Nicholas Nickleby at the "York-

shire School ' in four chapters, was published by Ticknor &:

P'ields of Boston in 186S, with a prefatory note, dated Oct-

ober, 1S67, that it is 'the only correct and authorised edition.*
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It was also issued bound up with the Readings edition of' Boots
at the Holly Tree Inn ' in special printed wrapper. Another
edition—unauthorised ?—was issued in Boston the same year,

in three chapters.

An edition of * Nickleby * was issued by Galignani in Paris

in 1839.

24 Memoirs of Joseph Grimaldi. Edited by * Boz.'

With [12] illustrations by Geo. Cruickshank [and a

portrait of Grimaldi in vol. I] London : Richard Bentlev,

1838. In two vols., price one guinea, [pp. xix. 288, ix.

263 ; preface is dated * Doughty Street, Feby., 1838.']

Dickens edited the memoirs of the famous clown for Bentley

as a piece of task work of which he made small account. The
only parts he is known to have written are the Preface and
the concluding chapter, but in a letter to Notes and ^teries,

July 23, 1870, the late Mr. Richard Bentley wrote : *I know
and I have Mr. Dickens' autograph letter to prove the fact,

that he did write a good deal of the work, and he speaks of

the labour this wearisome task imposed on him. I placed Mr.
Egerton Wilks* memoir in the hands of Mr. Dickens, and
whatever is good in it was the result of his corrections, alter-

ations, and in many instances rewriting the narrative. He did

tverything that was possible to improve it, but it was not

possible to make it a book on which he could look with plea-

sure." ( The Mr. Wilks referred to had put the memoirs
into shape after Grimaldi's death and sold the MS. to Mr.
Bentley. ) Forster says :

* Except the preface, he did not write

a line of this biography, such modifications and additions as

he made having been dictated by him to his father whom I

found often in the supreme enjoyment of the office of arnan-

iiensis.* In the preface Dickens says that he made ' such alt-

erations as he conceived would improve the narrative of the

facts, without any departure from the tacts themselves'.

The 'Memoirs* were well received. 'Seventeen hundred
" Grimialdi's " have been already sold,' he wrote to Forster,

'and the demand dailv increases,' showing his astonishment

at this result with a line of thirty notes of exclamation. The

MHMHi
MA
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critics doubted its claim to Ix* a 'Life* of Grimaldi, and

Dirkcns wrote, but did not publish, a rcpiv to their strictures.

Eight years later Bentley issued another edition ' with notes

and additions, revised by Charles Whitehead,' to supply the

lacuna in Dickens* e^lition. This edition was issued in two
vols, bound in one, in red cloth, izmo., with ten of Cruick-

shank's etchings and a coloured frontispiece portrait.

There are two distinct issues ot the rirst edition. The earliest

is in pink cloth, and the plate of the Last Song has no border

round it. In the second issue this plate has a fantastic border

bv Forrester representing Grimaldi in various characters, and
is in brown cloth.

Value. First issue in pink cloth, plate without border :

( ai Sothebv^s unless other~^v'ise stated) 2/., June, '98, so'iUd
;

3/. icj.. Decern., '96
; 4/., June, '97 ; 8/. i-js. 6^., July, '97,

exceptionally fine copy in morocco drop case by Zaehnsdorf
}

3/ 3^., Decern., '98 \\l. zs. 6d.y Puttick's, Decern., '98
; 2/. i zs.

Feby., *oo ; 2/. 85., and 3/. ys. 6d., April, '00
; 3/. 15;., May,

*oo, Christie's
; 5/. 10/., April. '02

; 6/., Puttick's, July, '02
;

half-calf gilt, 2 3J., Feby., '97
;
polished Levant morocco extra,

covers preserved, 8/., Christie's, June, '98
; morocco extra,

covers preserved, 4/., Feby., *oo. Second issue in brown cloth,

plate with border : 2/. i ci., Feby., '96
; 4/. 45., Decern., '97

j

2/. 6;., Nov., 'ci ; calf gilt, 2/. 4J., Puttick's, May, '97 ; half-

calf by Bcdfonl, covers and advts. preserved, 4/. 12^., May,
'o I, Christie's. Whitehead's 1846 edition in original cloth :

i/. I 2S., March, *oo.

Of the twelve etchings by Cruickshank a set of proofs before

letters, each signed by Cruickshank as first proofs, bound in

morocco extra by Riviere, sold at Sotheby's in June, '97, for

20/.

25 Thf Loving Ballad of J^ord Bateman, illustrated

by Geo. Cruickshank [ I i plates and one of music ] Lon-
don : Charles Tilt, Fleet Street ; and Mustapha Syried,

Constantinople, mdcccxxxix. Price 2;. [square post 8vo.,

pp. 40, in green cloth cover with pictorial design in gold

b) Cruickshank.
J
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The authorship of this humourous version of the old ballad

of 'Lord Bateman * is still unsettled. Dickens' brother-in-

law, Mr. Henry Burnett, writes in the Athena.'um^ Feby. 25,

1888, * I know "Lord Bateman" was not written by Dickens.

I was at his house when Cruickshank first sang it after supper.

Dickens was pleased at the effect produced by the singer and
we laughed much. It was often sung after and one night

Dickens said ** Cruickshank, why don't you publish that and
illustrate it, and let Burnett write out the tune as you sing it

to him } " An arrangement was made, and at my house I

put down the notes without any care, the G clef all on one

side, and many notes falling over. When he sent me a book
after publication I found he had copied exactly my careless-

ness into his book, at which we had many a laugh also. . .

I think it may be by Cruickshank or made up from some
former "Lord Bateman '

; but certainly Dickens never wrote

it, as it was at first new to him.' Dickens' sister-in-law. Miss
Hogarth, thought that the notes were supplied to Cruickshank

by Dickens. Mr. J. F. Dexter, the well-known Dickens

authority, states that Cruickshank on three occasions assured

him that notes and preface were written by Dickens. The
late Mr. G. A. Sala thought the phraseology of the verses

clearly pointed to Thackeray's autliorship, and the discovery

of a Scrap-book containing 'The Famous History of Lord
Bateman ' partly in print and partly in Thackeray's writing,

and with coloured sketches by Thackeray ( reproduced in

Harper s Magazine for December, 1892, in an article by Mrs.

Thackeray Ritchie) lends colour to the generally accepted

opinion that the verses are by Thackeray, and the notes

and preface by Dickens.

In the genuine first issue the pagination is in the middle of

the page, later editions having it as usual at the corner.

Value. {At Sotheby^s unlcss))therHvise stated ) 8/., Feb., '97 j

6/., April, '97 ; 8/. 5^., June, '97 ; 2/. i \s., Nov., '98, with

plates spotted
; 5/., March, '99 ; 7/., June, '99, with the 1

1

plates in two states—plain and coloured, and enclosed in a

morocco case ; 61. loi., Nov., '99, fine clean copy
; 3/., Apl.,

'00, fair copy ; 2/. 4^., Puttick's, May, '98, in morocco gilt.
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with orlijinal cover preserved
; 5/. 5/., Christie's, June, '98,

in polished Levant morocco extra, with orij^'inal covers pre-

served.

A presumably unique copy, in which the sheets and plates

were folded loosely into the cloth cover so that the pages were

quite halt an inch wider and taller than in ordinary copies,

was priced in Mr. Spencer's catalogue in 1902 at 22/. los.

26 *The Examiner,* 1839-49.

Famous through its connection with Leigh Hunt, and

as a favourite mouthpiece of Lamb, Landor, and other

eminent vNTitcrs, in the first half of last century the Ex-
cminer was a power. In its columns, especially during the

editorship of his friend John Forster, Dickens delighted

in airing his liberalism and in ridiculing Sir Robert Peel.

He also wrote several critical papers, the more important

being two vigorous defences ofLockhart against the strict-

ures of the Ballantines, in the matter of the Scott-Ballan-

tlne connection as detailed in LockJiart's Life of Scott ; and

appreciatiations of Cruickshank's etchings and Leech's

drawings. But the extent of Dickens' contributions to the

Examiner will probably never be known, and any effort

to identify them is more or less guess-work. Thackeray,

writing to the Morning Chronicle in Jany., 1850, refers to

Dickens as a writer of the Examiner. As Thackeray was

sub-editor of the Examiner for a few months in 1845, he

must have had good reason for thus referring to Dickens.

Following are Dickens' identified contributions :

1839 March 30, Review of Lockhart's pamphlet T-^^ 5^//-

antine Humbug Handled.

Scptcm. 29, Review of the Ballantines' Repi"^ to Mr.
Lockhart'' s Pamphlet : The Ballantine Humbug Handled.

1840 —'— Review of Hood's Up The Rhine. (Mentioned

in Forstcr's Life as contributed, but not to be found

in Examiner ioT 1839-40. )
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1841 August 7, *The Fine Old English Gentleman/
new version, ( to be said or sung at all Conservative

dinners) . A political squib in 4.8 lines.

August 14, * The Quaclc Doctor's Proclamation.'

( Tune :
* A Cobler There Was

'
) A political squib

in 36 lines.

August 21* * Subjects for Painters, after Paul Pin-

dar.' A political squib in 70 lines.

1843 March 4, Macready as 'Benediclc.'

June 3, A burlesque report of the 'Commissioners

appointed to enquire into the condition of the per-

sons variously engaged in the University of Oxford.*

1848 June 4, Description of the Chinese junk 'Keying,*

then being exhibited in the Thames.

July 8, Notice of Cruickshank's eight plates of ^he

Drunkard''s Children,

August 1 9, Review of the 'Narrative ofthe Expedition

sent by H. M. Government to the Ri)>er Niger in 1 84 1

.

December 9, Review o(Poetry ofScience by R. Hunt.
December 16, Notice of Banvard's 'Panorama of

the Mississippi' then being exhibited at the Egypt-

ian Hall, Piccadilly.

December 30, Notice of twelve lithographs by John
Leech, The Rising Generation.

1849 January 20, The Paradise at Tooting.

„ 27, The Tooting Farm.

July 21, Review of Henry Colman's European Life

and Manners.

December 15,' Court Ceremonies.' A comment on
the pomp ot Queen Adelaide's funeral. In the same

vein Dickens afterwards wrote the article 'Trading

in Death' ( 'All the Year Round,' Nov. 27, 1852 )

protesting against the ostentation at the Duke of

Wellington's state funeral.

The MSS. of the following are in the Forster collection at
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South Kensing;ton, but the dates of publication have not yet

been ascertaineti : 'London Crime,' alludino^ to Sir Peter

Laurie ( the City ina»;jistrate who is pilloried in the preface to

first cheap eilition ot ' Oliver Twist '
; Thackeray aUo wrote

a juvenile poem on the same gentleman) ; 'Judicial Special

Pleading' ; 'Edinburgh Apprentice School Association*;

a notice of Macready as 'King Lear* ; notice of Douglas

Jerrold'i 'Black Ey'd Susan' at Marylebone Theatre; and of

the English version of M. Latour's 'Virginia*. The two
articles on the Tooting Farm referred to a pauper children*8

farm where an epidemic had broken out. In Forster's Life

an amusing story is told of a dinner given by Dickens in

April, 1849, during which he spoke strongly of the scandals

at Tooting. By some strange chance first Rogers the poet

and then Benenict the musician fell ill ; Rogers having fallen

sick first monopolised attention, and the other was left to

shift for himself. The consternation of the guests was not

appeased until Fonblancjue, in mock heroic fashion, accused

Dickens of being no better than the Tooting farm master, in

that he first poisoned his guests with bad food and then left

them without attention ! Drouet the manager of the Tooting
farm was indicted for the manslaughter of a child who had

died it was alleged through neglect and starvation. He was
found Not Guilty ; and in the Examiner ior April 21, 1849,
is an article—'The Verdict for Drouet'—undoubtedly by

Dickens, bitterly commenting on the result ot the trial.

27 The Pic-NIC Papkrs by various hands, edited by

Charles Dickens Esq. With [14] illustrations by Geo.

Cruickshank, ' Phiz,' etc. London : Henry Colburn,

1 84 1. [Three vols., post 8vo., green cloth: vol. I

pp. vi., 323, with two etchings by Cruickshank and two
by 'Phiz '

; vol. H. pp. 298, with four etchings by ' Phiz';

vol. IIL pp. 378, with six etchings by R.J. Hammerton.
Price 25s.

]

John Macrone, first publisher of the 'Sketches,' had driven

a hard bargain over the sale of the copyright. But Dickens
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bore no grudge, and when Macrone died leaving his widow
and family in great poverty Dickens edited * The Pic-nic

Papers '—gratuitously contributed by several then popular

writers—as a benefit publication on their behalf, himself con-

tributing 'The Lamplighter's Story,' from the old farce

written for Macready (see above, No. i8). By this Mac-
rone's family received 300/. Dickens' charitable labours were

assumed when he was busy with 'Master Humphrey's Clock
*

Writing Forster on April 15, 1841, he says :
' I finished the

number yesterday, and though I dined with Jeffrey, and was

obliged to go to Lord Denman's afterwards ( which made
me late) have done eight slips of the 'Lamplighter' for Mrs.

Macrone this morning. When I have got that off my mind

I shall try to go on steadily, fetching up the 'Clock' leeway.'

He was responsible only for the first and second volumes of

the 'Papers,' the third being made up by Colburn to meet

a trade convention, from an American publication, Qharcoal

Sketches, by J. C. Neal of Philadelphia.

Value. Three vols, in original green cloth : 4/. 14^, at

Sotheby's, March, '97
; 3/. xjs. 6^/., Nov., '99 ; 2/. ijs. and

2/., Feby., '00
; 4/. 5^., Christie's, May, '00

; 3/., Sotheby's,

Nov., *oi
;
4/. 12^., Feby., '97, calf extra by Bedford ; with

covers preserved, in Levant morocco extra, 7/., at Christie's,

June, '98
; 3/., Sotheby's, March, '99, calf extra by Bedford

;

\l. 195., May, '99, morocco extra by Worsfold with covers

preserved.

28 The Patrician's Daughter, a Tragedy in five acts.

By J.
Westland Marston. 1842. [ 8vo., paper covers]

Ready always with aid and sympathy, Dickens took great

interest the young dramatist Westland Marston, from whom
Macready had accepted * The Patrician's Daughter,* which

had a very successful run at Drury Lane in the winter of

1842-3. Dickens thought a prologue would add to its

effectiveness, as it undoubtedly did to its success. ' The more

I think of Marston's play,' he wrote Macready in November
' the more I feel sure that a prologue to the purpose would
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help it materially.' A prologue of 48 lines was accordinijly

written, and recited nifjhtly by Macready. It v,3s published

also in the Sunday Times, December i i, 1842 ; in the T^heat-

riiu/ Journal, December 17, 1S42, and in the Montklv Mai^a-

zine tor January, 1843. With slight chane^es it is reprinted

in the Letters of Qharles TyiiJ^ns, vol. I., pp. 77-8. Copies

of ' The Patrician's Daughter' are worth about 15/,

29 C:rcl'l.\r Letter on International Copyright
with America, dated *DcvonsIiire Terrace, July 7, 1842.*

In the Life is told at some length the story of Dickens*

eftorts on behalf of international copyriirht. No writer lost

more heavily than Dickens through American piracy, but it

is only fair to add that he was generously dealt with by the

Harpers and other leading firms. During his first visit to

the States in 1842 he wrote and spoke much on the subject,

and was instrumental in promoting a petition to Congress

which was signed by all the leading American writers—but

all without result. On his return to England Dickens wrote

this letter and sent a copv to the chief English authors. It

was pui)lished also in the Morning QbronicUy e/ithen<rum, and
Examiner of July 14, and other papers.

30 Mastfr Humphrey's Clock. [Published in 88

weekly numbers price threepence each, imperial 8vo.,

white wrapper, from April 4, 1840, to Novem. 27, 1841.

And in monthly parts in green paper wrapper, and in

three vols., pp. vi. 306 ; pp. vi. 306 ; pp. vi. 426, price

eight shillings each ; London : Chapman & Hall, 186

Strand, i 840-1. With wood engravings by Cattcrmole,
* Phi/.,' Maclise and Williams.

]

Notwithstanding the great success of * Nickleby * Dickens

feared readers might be getting tired of novels in monthly
parts. Accordingly he began to consider some other method
of publication that would be novel and would retain his great

r d
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popular public. He thought also that it might be possible

to devise some means by which he might be assisted by others

in producing the numbers. The scheme of the 'Clock' was

slowly developed ; long before * Nickleby * ended he debated

the subject with Forster. In July, 1839, he asks him to

sound Chapman & Hall regarding their intentions consequent

on the success of * Nickleby '. Dickens was invited to put

his proposals in writing, and in reply wrote : *I should be

willing to commence on March 31, 1840, a new publication

consisting entirely of original matter of which a certain

amount of numbers should form a volume to be published

at regular intervals. The best general idea of the plan of the

work might be given perhaps by reference to the Tatler^ the

Spectator, and Goldsmith's Bee ; but it would be far more pop-

ular both in the subjects of which it treats and its mode of

treating them. I should propose to start as the Spectator does

with some pleasant fiction relative to the origin of the pub-

lication ; to introduce a little club or knot of characters and

to carry their personal histories and proceedings through the

work ; to introduce fresh characters constantly ; to reintroduce

Mr. Pickwick and Sam Weller, the latter of whom might

furnish an occasional communication with great effect ; to

write amusing essays on the various foibles of the day as they

arise ; to take advantage of all passing events ; and to vary

the form of the papers by throwing them into sketches, essays,

tales, adventures, letters from imaginary correspondents, and

so forth, so as to diversify the contents as much as possible ;*

with much more to the same effect, detailing the many series

of sketches begun and abandoned in the ' Clock *.

In the agreement drawn up no mention was made of any
serial story to be written by Dickens, essays and sketches

more or less connected alone being contemplated. Messrs.

Chapman agreed to pay Dickens 50/. for each weekly number
whether the project succeeded or not, each number to be con-

sidered independently and the profits divided. Dickens bound
himself to continue for one year certain, and if the publishers

so desired for another five years.

The fixing on a name was as always a matter of diflliculty.

Forster quotes a letter written in February, 1840 :
* I have

a list of titles too, but the final title I have determined on, or
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—or something very near it. I have a notion of this old

filz in the queer house, openin£J the book by an account of

himself, and among other peculiarities ot his affection tor an

old quiini clock. . . Then I mean to tell how that he has

kept o Id manuscripts in the old deep dark silent closet whore

the wci;rhts are, and taking them from thence to read (mixinij

up his enjoyments with some notion ot the clock). .
• And

thus I shall call the book either ' Old Humphrey's Clock * or
* .Master Humphrey's Clock'; bei^inninj^ with a woodcut of

old }Iumphrey and his clock and explainin*^ the why and
whcrt-'fore *

; and a few days later :
* I incline rather more to

'.Master Humphrey's Clock," and two days later : 'I was

thinking all day yesterday and have begun at Master Hum-
phrey today *. But Forster has either misdated titese letters

or Dickens had made his choice long before, for in a letter

to Mr. George Cattermole, dated January 13, 1840, he says

clearly : 'The plan is a new one— I mean the plan of the

fiction—and it will comprehend a great variety of tales. The
title is 'Master Humphrey's Clock*.' An advertisement in

the Examiner of March 29 announced that ' ' Master Hum-
phrey's Clock' will strike one on April 4 '.

Dickens* old public rallied to the new venture, of which

70,000 copies were sold. But the sales rapidly fell away

—

readers declined to accept short stories and essays in place of

the serial they expected from their favourite. The 'Old
Curiosity Shop' was therefor begun in the fourth number

;

its further history is given below. All the sketches, etc.. in

the 'clock' are included in the collected Works.

Vall'E. In original 8 8 weekly numbers, with all wrappers

and advts., and six addresses by the author {at Sotheby's unless

othemvise stated) 4/. 8/., Feby., '96
; 5/., June, '98, in mor-

occo draw case by Zachnsdorf, very tine copy
;

3/. 15^., at

Puttick's, Decem., '98, in cloth case ; 6/., June, '99, fine

complete copy. In original 20 parts in green wrapper : 2/.,

May, '97 ; 2/. 4;., Jany., '96
; 5/. 12;. 6cl., June, '99 ; in

two half-morocco cases by Riviere with Dickens' crest on
back, 2/. loi., Chrietie's, May, 'co. In 3 vols., cloth, as

ijsued : 231., Fcby., '96
; 24;., May, *oo ; 22/., Jany., '02

j

rebound in calf extra, 26.'., Dowcll's, Fcby., '98.
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The first American edition was issued at Philadelphia in

1 841 as 'The Old Curiosity Shop and other tales,* in one

8vo. vol. A reprint was issued weekly at Brussells in 1840,

but does not seem to have lived very long.

3 1 The Old Curiosity Shop. A Tale. By Charles

Dickens. [With illustrations by George Cattermole and

H. K. Browne] London : Chapman & Hall, 186 Strand.

I 84.1. Price 13/. [One vol., cloth]

v\'riting to Forster regarding No. 3 of the 'Clock* Dickens

wrote :
* I think of lengthening " Humphrey," finishing the

description of the Society, and closing with the little child-

story, which is SURE to be effective, especially after the old

man's quiet way,' and later 'What do you think of the follow-

ing double title for the beginning of that little tale "Personal

Adventures of Master Humphrey : The Old Curiosity Shop" *.

' He had not written more than two or three chapters,' says

Forster, 'when the capability of the story for more extended

treatment than he had at first intended to give it pressed itself

upon him, and he resolved to throw everything else aside,

devoting himself to the one story only.' Thus began the most

pathetic of all his stories, by which the bond between himself

and his readers was drawn even closer.

But Dickens found the limitations of weekly publication

exceedingly irksome :
' I was obliged to cramp most dreadfully

what I thought a pretty idea in the last chapter. I hadn't

room to turn.* Into its writing he entered very fully : letters

discussing the fates of the characters were being continually

sent to Forster : 'Tell me what you think of Nos. 36 and

37 .^ The way is clear for Kit now and for a great effect at

last with the Marchioness.'. ... * I went to bed last night

utterly dispirited and done up. All night I have been pursued

by the child. . . I think the close of the story will be great.*

' I never knew him wind up any tale with such a sorrowful

reluctance as this,' says Forster ; and as the end came with

the death of Little Nell, * this part of the story is not to be

galloped over, I tell you. I think it will come famously, but

I am the wretchedest of the wretched. . . I sha'n't recover it
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for a lon^ time. . . Nobody will miss her like I shall. It is

such a very painful thiriij to mc, that I reallv cannot express

my sorrow. Old wounds bleed afresh when I only think of

the wav of doing it ; what the actual doing it will be, God
knows.' On the night of January i 6, or ratlicr at tour o'clock

in the morning of the 17/// it was finished.

In book form it was extraordinarily succcw;ful, more espec-

ially in America. Letters poured in on Dickens from every

quarter, from those who had lost children of their own, and

whose feelings were deeply moved by the old memories Little

Nell aroused. Dickens never reached a higher level of pathos

and kindly humour.

For collectors the original edition has small value. It is

merely the sheets of the 'Clock ' containing the story bound
up, with all 'Clock' matter eliminated. Copies in original

cloth are worth about to;.

32 Barnaby Rudgf. a Tale of the Riots of 'Eighty.

By Charles Dickens. [With illustrations by Cutermole
and *Phiz'] London : Chapman & Hall, 186 Strand,

1841. Price 13/. [One vol., cloth]

When Dickens in 1836 contracted with Bcntlcy to edit his

new monthly, Bentlcy at same time contracted to purcha.^e

two stories. One of these was 'Oliver Twist * and the other

'Barnaby Rudge *. This contract, made when 'Pickwick*
was but five months old, was very favourable to a new author

but absurd in view of the overwhelming success of 'Pickwick*

and 'Nickleby.* Bent ley so far realised this as to increase the

sum originally agreed on for ' Barnaby Rudge ' from 50c/.

to 2000/., but Dickens could not forgive him the 'paltry

sum *— 750/.—paid for ' Oliver Twist,' and objected to his

publishing * Barnaby.' Considerable friction ensued. Bcntlcy

advertised * Barnaby ' as a forthcoming book, and Dickens*

solicitors replied with another advertisement that no such

book was being written by Dickens. Ultimately Bentlcy

cancelled the contract and sold the copyright of 'Oliver' for

2250/., advanced by Chapman Sc Hall against payments to

become due for ' Barnaby '—or as it turned out from Dickens*
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share of the profits of the ' Clock * in which ' Barnaby ' in

the end appeared.

'Barnaby' was begun in November, 1839, but dropped

aft era few chapters and not resumed till June, 1840, the

opening chapters appearing in No. 46 of the 'Clock' for

February i 3, i 841, with an introductory chapter from Master

Humphrey. The story moved slowly, hampered by the limits

of weekly publication ;
' Oh, if I only had " Barnaby " from

this time to the end, in monthly numbers !
' ; and it was not

till November 2—not a day too soon—that the last of the

copy was sent to the printers ; but a serious illness had befallen

Dickens meantime. ' Barnaby ' was Dickens' first attempt at

describing a people and a period other than those he knew,

and is remarkable chiefly for its masterly description of the

Gordon Riots.

Dickens had carried the general idea of the stor)- in his mind

for years. In 1837 Macrone advertised at the end of the second

series of the 'Sketches' and elsew^here,—A new novel by *Boz'

Gabriel Vardon, by Charles Dickens Esq. Three vols., post

8vo.—No mention is made by Forster of this projected book

but there exists a letter from Dickens to Macrone agreeing

to accept 200/. for the first edition of a work of fiction to be

entitled 'Gabriel Vardon, the Locksmith ofLondon,' of which

not more than 1000 copies were to be printed.

With the closing chapter of ' Barnaby ' in its 8 8M number

the 'Clock' was brought to an end on November 27, 1841,

with a closing chapter from Master Humphrey.

The first edition is of small value, copies in original cloth

are worth about 10s. It is merely the sheets of the 'Clock*

containing the story bound up, with all purely 'Clock ' mat-

ter cut out.

33 American Notes for General Circulation. By

Charles Dickens. London : Chapman & Hall, 186 Strand,

1842. Price one guinea. [Two vols., brown cloth, post

8vo., pp. XVI. 308, pp. VII. 306]

The idea of a visit to America was in Dickens* mind as early

as 1839 when outlining the projected 'Clock* to Forster he
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Mid he would be prepared to go to Ireland or America on its

b:^half. This intention simmered in his mind and no sooner

had the 'Clock* ended than he seized the opportunity of a

year's freetiom from work, and he and his wile sailed from

Liver pool on January 3, 1 S42, arriving after a terrible voyage

of eighteen davs, at Boston.

Verv fully Forster has told the story of this tour by extracts

from Dickens* voluminous correspondence, other than given

in the 'Notes'. Of the 'Notes' 3000 were sold in the first

week after publication, and four editions within the year. It

gave great offense in the States by its outspoken criticism of

American manners—an offense that was aggravated by the

American chapters of 'Chuzzlewit *. The editions published

after 186S—wlien Dickens paid his second visit—contain a

postcript toning down the criticism. The first cheap edition

was published in 1850 with a preface dated 'London, June
22, 1850,' and a frontispiece depicting the Britannia steam-

ship in which the voyage of 1842 was made,

V^ALUE. The first issue of the first edition has this pecul-

iarity : the preliminary pages are numbered ix. to xvi. This
was caused by the cancellation of a preliminary chapt^, pp.
I. to XVi., after the sheets were partly printed, and the sub-

stitution of another chapter occupying only half the space.

The cancelled chapter is printed in the Life. A copy in Levant

morocco with covers preserved sold at Christie's in June, '9S

for 2/. izs. 6d.
;
presentation copy in original cloth to the

Countess of Blessington with her book-plate and inscription

'The Countess of Blessington from Charles Dickens,' 29/.,

Christie's, May, '00
;
presentation copy to Carlyle with auto-

graph and book-plate of Carlyle and inscription 'Thomas
Carlyle from Charles Dickens, Nineteenth October, 1842,'

45/., Sotheby's, March, '02
; another presentation copy with

autograph inscription, in calf by Riviere, 10/., Sotheby's, Feb.

'97. Second issue of first edition : i/., Sotheby's, Feby., '96
;

i/. 3;., Novem., '01.

34. *TheTi.mfs,' Monday, January 16, i 84.3, contains

a letter signed 'Charles Dickens' daud 'Devonshire
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Terrace, Sunday, January 15,1 843* contradicting a state-

ment in the January number of the Edinburgh Reviezv

that Dickens had gone to America solely on a mission to

promote international copyright. The Edinburgh article

—a review of * American Notes ' was written by James

Spedding.

1842-50

35 The Life and Adventures of Martin Chuzzlewit

—His Relations, Friends, and Enemies. Comprising

all his wills and his ways : with an Historical Record of

what he did and what he didn't ; showing moreover who
inherited the family plate, who came in for the silver

spoons, and who for the wooden ladles : the whole form-

ing a complete Key to the House of Chuzzlewit. Edited

by *Boz'. With 40 etchings by *Phiz' including etched

title-page. London : Chapman & Hall, 1844. [In 20

shilling monthly parts, January, 1843, to July, 1844,

parts 19 and 20 forming a double number, in green

paper wrapper designed by * Phiz '. Also issued in one

vol., cloth, with a dedication to Miss Burdett-Coutts.

pp. XVI. 624 and page of errata ;
price one guinea cloth,

half-bound morocco 24/. 6dy morocco gilt 26/. 6d. The
preface is dated * London, June 25, 1844.']

By the beginning of 184 1 it had become evident to Dickens

that weekly publication of a serial story was irksome and

difficult of satisfactory accomplishment, and he had already

entered into a tentative agreement with Chapman Sc Hall to

begin a story on the old monthly plan in March, 1842. To
this Forster objected, and as Dickens placed himself in his

hands a new arrangement was made by which Chapman
agreed to pay 200/. monthly for a new serial to begin at the

end of 1842, and three-fourths of the profits. On account cf
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these profits the publishers further agreed to pay Dickens

150/. monthly until the new story began; there being a

clause that in the event of the profits being insufficient to

cover this amount it nii^ht be deducted from the 20c/ pai<l

monthly. With this assured income Dickens found himself

with fifteen months leisure able to visit America.

Announcement was made on the wrapper of No. 80 of the

'Clock' : *On the first of November, Eighteen hundred and

forty-two, I purpose, if it please God, to commence my book

in monthly parts, under the old green cover, at the old price.*

After the 'Notes' were published Dickens and his wife with

Maclisc, Forster, and Stansficld went on tour into Cornwall,

where it was intended the opening scene of the new story

shouUi be laid. But this intention was abandoned, and the

opening scene of ' Chuzzlewit ' laid in Wilts. From the be-

ginning the storv was planned to show the evils that flow

from sanctimonious cant. As it progressed the anger aroused

in the States by the 'Notes' increased, and Dickens replied

with the biting sarcasm of the American chapters of 'Chuzzle-

wit.' So bitter was the feeling that he did not bid Macready
farewell when that great actor was about to visit the States,

lest his doing so should prejudice the success of the tour.

Although 'Chuzzlewit' contains two of the novelist's best

characters in Pecksniff and Mrs. Gamp, it met with a very

moderate success. The first four numbers sold only about

twenty thousand each, which rose slightly on the announce-

ment of Martin's visit to America, but the sales never exceeded

twenty-three thousand.

In the original agreement it had been stipulated that in the

event of failure the 200/. paid monthly for 'Chuzzlewit' was

to be reduced to 150/. When part 7 was issued Mr. Hall

hinted that this clause might be enforced. Remembering the

huge sums Chapman Sc Hall had made by his writings it is

no wonder Dickens was profoundly irritated. He poured out

his feelings to Forster, urging him to wind up matters with

Chapman and open negotiations with Bradbury Sc Evans to

publish all future books. Forster preached patience in view

of the forthcoming 'Carol,* and it was eventually arranged
that for economy Dickens and his family should go abroad
for a year, write nothing, and consider tfie situation calmly.
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In July the party went to Marseilles ; before sailing, notice

was given to Chapmae & Hall that with *Chuzzlewit' all

business relations would end ; and an agreement was signed

with Bradbury Sc Evans by which they advanced 2800/. to

Dickens for one-fourth share of whatever he might write in

the following eight years, the limit of the agreement : but

there was no obligation to write anything, and the only

otlier stipulation was that in the event of a new periodical

being issued Messrs. Bradbury were to have one-third share.

A Reading Edition from 'Chuzzlewit* entitled * Mrs.
Gamp, by Charles Dickens, as condensed by himself for his

Readings ' was issued by Ticknor Sc Fields of Boston in 1868.

In the earliest issue of the first edition the engraved title-

page has in error the * £ ' mark after the figures on the sign-

board.

Value, {at Sotheby's unless othernvise stated) : In 20 parts

as issued, 3/. 18;., Feby., '96
; 2/. 1+/., Jan., '96 ; 2/. ioj.,

Feby., '99 ; very fine copy, 9/. 15;., June, '99. First issue

in one vol., original cloth, 6/., June, '99 ; Second issue in

original cloth, 3/. 4;., Feb., '97
;
3/. u.. May, '00

; i/. i 8j.,

Oct., *oo ; 25^., Puttick's, Oct., '01
; rebound in calf extra,

32;., Dowell's, Feb., '98
; in polished calf with original cov-

ers preserved, 2/. 17;. 6^/., Christie's, June, '98.

36 A Christmas Carol in Prose. Being a Ghost Story

of Christmas. By Charles Dickens. With [8] illustrations

by John Leech [four full-page coloured etchings and four

wood-cuts]. London : Chapman & Hall, 1843. Price

5/. [Foolscap 8vo., brown cloth, gilt edges, with gilt

design on back and front. Title, preface and contents,

and pp. 166. Preface dated * December, 1843' signed

*C. D.']

Of the actual writing of the * Carol * little is recorded in

either the Life or Letters. Dickens told Bulwer-Lytton how
greatly the little story had seized his imagination, and how
amid the vexations of * Chuzzlcwit * and his financial worries
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with Chapman i^- Hall and Bradbury, he could not rest until

he hail written it out. Writing:: his American trieml, Prof.

Felton, on January 2, 1844, he speaks ol* havin": 'wept and

lauirhed an«l wept aj^ain over the •' Christmas Carol," :ind

excited himselt in a most extraordinary manner in the com-

position ; and thinking whereot he walked about the black

streets of Lcn Jon, fifteen or twenty miles inanv a nij^ht when
all the sober folk had gone to bcii. . .Its success is most j)ro-

ditrious.'

Issued only a few days before Christmas, six thousand coj)ies

were sold the first day and by January 3 'two thousand 6f

three thousand printed for second and third editions ' were

already sold. In an article in Frasrrs Mavaziiie tor January,

1844

—

A "Box of NolffJs, included in his collected Works

—

Thackeray pavs a warm tribute to the ' Carol ' :
' As tor Tiny

Tim, there is a certain passa;^e in the book regarding that

youn^ p^entleman about which a man should hanlly venture

to speak in print or in public, any more than he would of

any other attections of his private heart. There is not a

reader in Enirland but that little creature will be a bond of

union between the author and him.' With the financial

result of the sales Dickens was greatly disappointed. Six

thousand copies showed a profit of only 2 30/., and for 1 5,000
he received only 726/. He had counted on at least iccc/.,

and this poor result, caused by extravagance in production,

aggravated the quarrel with Chapman.
The genuine first issue is bound i)i brown cloth, with title

in red and blue, dated 1S43, with 'Stave I
' as title on first

page oi text—afterwards altered to ' Stave One '

; the end-

papers are green. Some copies have title-page in red and

green and are dated 1844.

Value. Earliest issue of first edition {at So//tef/\'s uti/^ss

other-^L-ise staled) 2/. 1 Si., Decem., '96
; 2/. 19;., Puttick's,

May, '97 ; 2/. 7;., March, '98
; 2/. i;., Puttick's, May, '99;

2/. 6/., March, '00
j 2/. 2/., Puttick's, Oct., '01, and 2/. i i;.,

April, '02
; re-bound with end papers and covers preserved,

1/ 8;., Puttick's, April, '97
;

presentation copv in green

morocco case with autograph inscription 'Mrs. Henry .\ustin

from Charles Dickens, Friday, December zznJ., 1843' sold
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at Sotheby's in June, '99, for 71/. The Reading Edition

published by Ticknor & Fields in 1868 and Bradbury &
Evans, n. d.j is of no value.

37 * The Keepsake' for 1844. To Lady Blessington's

Annual Dickens contributed a poem of 32 lines, * A Word
in Season ' reprinted in the Life.

Copies of this issue of Lady Blessington's fashionable Annual

are worth about 8;. Though the Keefsal^e of 1830-55 was

supported by every prominent writer of the period, it is not

in favour with collectors. Dickens contributed also in 1852.

38 *The Student and Young Man's Advocate' A
Magazine of Literature, Science and Art. No. I., New
Series. January, 1845. London : Aylott & Jones.

In this magazine a letter dated * Devonshire Terrace, z%th.

March, 1844 ' addressed to the Committee of the Metropol-
itan Drapers' Association, is printed.

39 Birmingham Polytechnic Institution : Report of

the Proceedings at the Conversazione held in the Town
Hall, February 28, 1844. Charles Dickens Esq., in the

Chair. Birmingham : Printed by J. W. Showell, Upper
Temple Street, 1844. [24 pp., post 8vo., blue paper

wrapper.]

Dickens* interest in the welfare of the masses induced him
early in 1844 to take the chair at a meeting in Liverpool of

the Mechanics' Institution, and at a great Polytechnic meet-

ing in Birmingham. Both meetings were crowded, and at

each he spoke on the same theme 'telling his popular audience

in Birmingham,' says Forster, *that the principle of their

Institute—education, comprehensive and unsectarian—was
the only safe one, for that without danger no Society could

go on punishing men for preferring vice to virtue without
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givlns: them the means of knowing what virtue was.* The
speech was reprinted in Speeches Literary and Social. 'By

Charles Dickerti. London^ 1870.

A copy of the pamphlet lold at Sotheby's in '94 for 4/. i 5;-

40 * HooD*s Magazinf and Comic Miscellany' May,
1 844, No. 5, pp. 409-414, contains an article by Dickens

'Threatening Letter to Thomas Hood, from an Ancient

Gentleman. By favour of Charles Dickens/

Hood's pathetic life-struggle was drawing to an end when
in January, 1844, he started his magazine, with indifferent

success. Diokens, Browning, and others came to his aid with

voluntary contributions. Poor Hood was too ill to do much
himselt, and died of anxiety and overwork early next year.

Copies of the magazine containing Dickens' contribution are

worth about 1 5;.

4 1 Evenings of a Working Man, being the occupation

of his scanty leiiure. By John Overs. With a preface

relative to the Author by Charles Dickens. London :

T. C. Ncwby, 72 Mortimer Street, 1844. Price 5/.

[ i2mo., pp. XIV. 205, brown cloth, gilt edges, title-page

in blue and red.] •

John Overs was a working carpenter with literary ambit-

ions who, aware that consumption fated him to a short life,

hoped to gain a small independence for his wife by publish-

ing the stories and poems written in his leisure. He appealed

for help to Dickens who endeavored to dissuade him, but

learning from Dr. Elliotson that Overs could not live, exerted

himself to secure publication of the book, writing a preface

of eight-and-a-half pages and title and dedication. The little

volume quickly ran into a second edition, and by it a fair

sum was cleared. Overs died a few months after publication of
his book, his last conscious act being to address a copy to

Dickens inscribed With his devotion '.
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Value. A copy in original cloth with autograph letter

from Dickens beginning ' My dear Overs ' sold at Sotheby's

in June, '99, for 17/. 10s. ; in morocco extra by Riviere, 22s.,

April, '93, Worth about 2/. 5^, in original cloth.

42 The Chimes : A Goblin Story of some Bells that

rang an Old Year out and a New Year in. By Charles

Dickens. London : Chapman & Hall, 1845. [With
frontispiece and title on steel by Maclise and 1 1 wood-
cuts by Maciise, Doyle, Leech and Stanfield. Foolscap

8vo., crimson cloth, with gilt design on side and back,

pp. 175, price 5/. Issued December 20, 1844.]

Inaction was always distasteful to Dickens. Arriving in

Italy in July he immediately set about considering a successor

to the 'Carol'. He had chosen his subject and was searching

for a title when one morning, Forster relates, sitting down to

work, a sudden change of wind brought to him the distract-

ing sound of all the bells in Genoa. Two days later he wrote

to Forster :
* We have heard the chimes at midnight, Mas-

ter Shallow,' and the title was found. * In my mind's eye I

like more and more my notion oi making, in this little book,

a great blow for the poor. Something powerful, I think, I

can do, but I want to be tender too and cheerful. . . I am in

regular ferocious excitement with the "Chimes"; get up at

seven, have a cold bath before breakfast and blaze away wrath-

ful and red-hot until three o'clock or so. . . I am fierce to

finish in a spirit bearing some affinity to those of truth and

mercy, and to shame the cruel and the canting.' . . .
' Third

of November, 1844. Half past two in the afternoon. Thank
God ! I have finished the "Chimes".' Leaving his wife in

Italy, Dickens hurriedly journeyed to London. There, in

Forster's rooms in Lincoln's Inn on December 3, took place

the memorable meeting immortalised by Maclise's pencil, to

hear Dickens read the 'Chimes '. Published a few days before

Christmas, its success was not as gi*eat as had been expected.

The profits on sales amounted to 1500/. on the first 20,000.

The genuine first issue has the publishers' imprint as part

of the engraved title and in good condition is worth about 30;.
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Later issues with the publishei-s' imprint in oniinan,' type

hfloiv the plate are worth about 15;. Copies arc sometimes

found with uncut edj^es in yellow boards ; these are part of

a 'remainder' edition sold at Smith's bookstalls at a shillini^:

these are now worth about 6s. A Readint; Edition was pub-

lisheil bv Bradbury ^' Evans in 1858, foolscap 8vo., in green

paper wrapper.

43 Thk Crickf.t on thk Hkarth. a Fairy Talc of

Home. By Charles Dickens. Printed and published for

the Author by Bradbury Sc Evans, 1846. [Published in

December, 1 845 ; foolsc.ip 2>\o.^ crimson cloth, gilt design

on side and back, pp. iv. 174, price 5/. With 14 wood-

cuts by Doyle, Stanfield, Leech, Landsecr and Maclisc.]

Dickens* desire for a })eriodical of his own remained as

strong as ever notwithstandini; the failure of the 'Clock' as

oriijinally planned. Writinj^ Forster in July, 1845, after the

year in Italy, he revived the project suti:<4cstin2f as title * The
Cricket '. From tiiis intention Forster dissuaded him for the

time beins", but it remained and was revived shortly after in

mere ambitious shape. Writing Forster in September he

sai(1 : 'What do vou think of a notion that has occurred to

me in connection with our abandoned little weekly } It would
be a delicate and beautiful little fancy for a Christmas book,

makinjj the Cricket a little household f^^od—silent in the

wron<j and sorrow of the tale and loud again when all went

well and happv.' And mid preparations for the venture of

the next year the little story was written, and on publication

doubled the success of the ' Carol '.

The 'Cricket' is fairly common and is usually priced about

12;. 6d. The 'Cricket' was Dickens' favourite tor the Read-

jnfTS. A Reading^ Edition was issued in 1858, foolscap 8vo.,

green paper wraj^per, by Bradbury &c Evans. With Dickens*

p'.-rmission the 'Cricket' was dramatised and published by

Albert Smith in i 846 ; a copy 'as performed at the Lyceum'
sold at Puttick's in Feby., '98, for 25;.
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44. * The Daily News.* No. I, Wednesday, January

21, 1846. Price fivepence.

The old hankering for a journal of his own, satisfied for a

time with the 'Clock' and revived and discarded with the

* Cricket,* grew strong after the return from Italy. Some
political leaders Dickens had written for his old paper, the

Morning Chronicle, and the debating with Forster as to the

acceptance of an offer made by its proprietors for future

contributions, suggested to him the project of a daily news-

paper edited and controlled by himself In vain Forster

pointed out the heavy responsibilities such a venture meant.

Dickens* enthusiasm was contagious and carried all before it

in favour of the ' larger scheme, in its extent and its danger

more suitable to the wild and hazardous enterprises of that

prodigious year (1845) of excitement and disaster*. Plenty

capital was found by Bradbury Sc Evans. Many prominent

journalists were associated with Dickens who as editor had

a salary of 2000/. yearly. The drudgery of editing proved

too much for Dickens and with No. i 7 he retired. For this

fiasco his friends were not entirely unprepared.

Besides his acknowledged contributions detailed below,

Dickens doubtless wrote many other articles during his brief

reign. There is in existence a * trial issue' of the paper, in

which is some pleasant fooling by Dickens in the burlesque

report of a trial of some members of the staff. All his con-

tributions appeared in the first two months of the paper's

life, excepting one letter fifteen years later.

1846

January 21, Travelling Sketches, written on the Road. No.

I. [From Paris to Chalons.]

„ 24, Travelling Sketches. No. II. Lyons, the Rhone
and the Goblin of Avignon.

„ 24, The British Lion. A new song but an old story:

signed ' Catnach *.

„ 31, Travelling Sketches. No. III. Avignon to

Genoa.

February 4, Crime and Education. Long letter signed by

Dickens, urging the claims of the Ragged Schools,
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1846
and descriptive of the writer's visit to one on Saffron

Hill. (Dickens had written Napier in 1843, offer-

ing to write for the EJinburgh Ret'ifiv an article on

Ragrged Schools, sayinjj however that he would
protest ap:ainst the Cliurch catechism and other

formularies insisted on in the schools. The offer

was not accepted.)

Februar)' 9, Travelling Sketches. No. IV. A Retreat at

Albaro.

,, 14, The Hymn of the Wiltshire Labourers. Five

Stanzas, signed 'Charles Dickens'.

„ 16, Traveilini? Sketches. No. V. First Sketch of

Genoa : the Streets, Shops and Houses.

„ 26, Travellinj^ Sketches. No. VI. In Genoa.

March 2, Travelling Sketches. No. VII. In Genoa, and

out of it.

„ 9, 13, and 16, Letters on Social Questions—Capital

Punishment. Three long letters, signed 'Charles

Dickens '.

1861

November 23, Letter on 'The Election for Finsbury* signed

'Cliarles Dickens'.

The seven 'Travelling Sketches* were reprinted with slight

alterations in 'Pictures from Italy'. Publishing articles of a

general nature such as the 'Travelling Sketches,' was in those

days thought a hazardous experiment for a daily newspaper.

45 PicTXRi-s FROM Italy. By Charlcs Dickens. London:
published for the Author by Bradbury &: Evans, 184.6.

[With vignette wood-cuts by Samuel Palmer. Foolscap

8vo., dark-blue cloth, pp. 270 ;
price 6s.

]

During his year in Italy in 1845 Dickens sent many letters

to P'orster relating his experiences, as was his usual custom.

After their appearance in the Daily Nenvs, the articles were

published under the above title, with new chapters added
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from the Forster letters, from which the original articles were
drawn. A copy of the first edition is worth about 12s.

A book entitled Facts and Figures from Italy. 'By T>om
Jeremy Sa'vonarola, addressed during the last tavo rfinters to

Charles 'Dickens, Esq. Being an appendix to his Pictures, was
written by Father Prout and published by Bentley in i<S47.

It has this notice :
* Having engaged the Father who signs

himself *D. J. Savonarola' to enter on this correspondence, it

only remains for me to say that these are his letters. Charles

Dickens. Broadstairs, Kent, July i, 1847,*

46 The Battle of Life. A Love Story. By Charles

Dickens. London : Bradbury & Evans, 1846. [With 13

wood-cuts from designs by Maclise, Doyle, Leech, and

Stanfield. Post 8vo., pp. iv. 175, crimson cloth with gilt

design by Maclise on back and front
;
price 5/. Dedic-

ation :
* This Christmas book is cordially inscribed to

my English Friends in Switzerland'.]

Writing to Forster in July, 1846, Dickens said : 'What
do you think as a name for the Christmas book of " The
Battle of Life" ? . . If I can see my way I think I will take

it next and clear it off. If you knew how it hanes about me
I am sure you would say so too.' He was at the time work-
ing on the opening chapters of * Dombey and Son,' and

nothing further was done with the ' Battle ' until September,

when he wrote Forster :
* I really contemplated at times the

abandonment of the Christmas book this year, and the limit-

ation of my labour to " Dombey and Son ". I cancelled the

beginning of a first scene—which I have never done before

—and with a notion in my head, ran wildly about it and

about, and could not get the idea into any natural socket.

At length, thank Heaven, I nailed it all at once ; and after

going on comfortably up to yesterday and working yesterday

from half-past nine to six, I was last night in such a state of

enthusiasm about it that I think I was an inch or two taller.

. . I fancy I see a great domestic effect in the last part.* A
few days later his mercurial temperament changed j he found
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a difficultv in writing; ' Dombey ' in the Swiss villagre, away
from the inspiration of the London streets. 'I fear there may
be NO CHRisiMAS BOOK I It promises to be pretty, quite a

new idea in the story, I hope, . . yet to mo\e it naturally

within the required space . . i find to be a difficulty so per-

plexing that I am fearful of weariner myself out if I go on. .

If I had nothing but the Christmas book to do I wouLn do
it, but I get horrified and distressed bevond conception at

the prospect of being jaded when I come back to the other,

and making it a mere race against time.' He had fallen

rather ill at Geneva, but kept steadily at work and bv icth.

of November Forster had two-thirds of the MS. 'I am going

to rush out as fast as I can : being a little used up and sick .

. but never say die !

'; on November 15 it was finished. At
Lausanne Dickens had witnessed a miniature revolution,

resulting in the expulsion of the Jesuits : this he partly wove
into the story—with small success. Leech made a curious

mistake in the plate of Marian's Elopement, introducing in

the picture Michael Warden quite against the course of the

story. Dickens saw the error, as he says, 'with horror an^l

agony not to be expressed,' but let the plate pass rather than

hurt Leech's feelings by asking him to redraw it.

The 'Battle* was published on December 19, and sold

twenty-three thousand within twenty-four hours ; but on the

whole it is the least successful of the Christmas books. The
toil ot writing showed that the old exuberance of composition

was waning.

There are three issues of the first edition, Tht Jirst has the

words 'A Love Story' in a simple scroll on engraved title

with publishers' imprint and date underneath ; the second has

these words on title supported by a cupid, and below is pub-
lishers' iiTiprint without date ; the third has no publishers'

imprint.

V^^LUE. {All at Sothehv's) first issue: 2/. 4;., D^cem., '96;

2/. zs., April, '99 ; second issue, the scarcest : 4/. 8;., June, '97;

the third issue is fairly common and is priced usually about

\cs. The original MS. sold at the Wright sale in June, '99,

for 400/. Copies, in yellow boards with uncut edges, of the

'remainder' edition sold at Smith's bookstalls are of small

value.
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47 Dealings with the Firm of Dombey and Son,

Wholesale, Retail, and for Exportation. By Charles

Dickens. With [40] illustrations by H. K. Browne.

London: Bradbury & Evans, 1848. [Demy 8vo., one
vol., cloth, pp. XVI. 624, price one guinea. Also issued

in 20 shilling monthly parts, in green paper wrapper

designed by * Phiz,' October, i 846, to April, i 848, parts

19 and 20 forming a double number. Prefice dated
* Devonshire Terrace, March 24, 1848 ',]

At Lausanne Dickens, being then thirty-four, began his

seventh important book. Arriving on June 11, he was able

to write Forster on 2f)th. : 'Next I cleared off the greater

part of such correspondence as I had pledged myself to, and
then BEGAN " DOMBEY "

! I performed the feat yesterday,

—

only wrote the first slip—but there it is, and it is a plunge

straight over head and ears into the story. . , By the way, as

I was unpacking the big box I took hold of a book and said

• Now, whatever passage my thumb rests on, I shall take as

having reference to my work.* It was Tjtstram Shandy, and
opened at these words : ''What a work it is likely to turn

out ! Let us begin it
!"" By the end of August two numbers

were written, though having both 'Dombey* and a Christ-

mas story in the initial stages at the same time caused some
trouble. In Lausanne and Paris the story slowly formed itself

and in Brighton, Broadstairs, and London it was finished.

But for I 847 there was to be no Christmas story. ' Have been

at work all day and am seedy in consequence. "Dombey"
takes so much time, and requires to be so carefully done, that

I really begin to have serious doubts whether it is wise to go
on with the Christmas book.* How different from 'Pickwick*

days, when half-a-dozen books on hand at once could not

exhaust his energy !

Dickens went to Leeds in December to preside over the

annual meeting of the Mechanics' Institute; then to Glasgow
to open the Athenaeum, ending the year in a round of hos-

pitality at Edinburgh. During this year the first experiment

of the Strolling Players had been made, when the perform-

ances in Liverpool and Manchester in July realised over 400/.
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for the Lci:4h Hunt fund which haci been promoted chiefly

by Dickens. He had expected 5C0/., and proposed to make

up the (x\d hundred by a little brochure purportin;^ to be by

Mrs. Gamp, entitled the * Piljian's Projiss,' and illustrated by

Madise and others. The intention was however abandoned

after he had written part of the copy, of which three-and-a-

half quarto folios in Dickens* auto-^raph sold at Sotheby's in

June, *99, for 78/. 15/. So far as written the little work is

reprinted in the LiJ?. A facsimile on vellum of the original

MS. was issued in New York in '99 at 2/. 10;. per copy.

In this year, 1847, was published the first cheap edition of

the Works, in weekly numbers price threc-haltj)ence, and in

monthly parts price seven pence, and in cloth volumes at

about one-fourth the orijjinal price. There were no illustra-

tions ; the pages were in parallel columns ; for each book a

new preface was written. The success was very good, but

not as i^ood as had been expected.

The first number of 'Dombey' sold over thirty thousand

—a great improvement on * Chuzzlewit ' but far below the

sales of * Pickwick' and 'Xickleby'. With the result Dickens

was well satisfied : *The " Dombey " sale is brilliant. I had

put before me thirtv thousand as the limit of the most extreme

success, saying that if we should reach that, I should be more

than satisfied and happy
;
you w ill judge how happy I am.*

And to his sister: '"Dombey" is prodigiously triumphant,

and I believe the end of that immortal history is tolerably

good. I have taken great pains with it, and have been con-

tinually crying over the manuscript '. The agreement with

Bradbury assigned Dickens three-fourths of the profits; this

resulted in his receiving for the first six months of 'Dombey *

2200/. besides the 100/. paid monthly. Henceforth, says

Forster, his financial worries ended and the period of saving

began.

In 1858 a Reading Edition, *The Story of Little Dombey,
by Charles Dickens, as condensed by himself for his Readings*

foolscap 8vo., green wrappers, was issued by Ticknor Sc Fields

of Boston, and by Bradbury Sc Evans. A copy with Dickens*

autograph sold at Sotheby's in June, '94, for 2/. But, as is

the case with all the Reading editions, ordinary copies are of

small value.
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Value, (j4t Sotheby's unless other-vise stated) Complete in

20^ on'sfinal parts with wrappers : 2/. 8^., Feby., '9'/ ; in half-

morocco case, il. i6s., Feby., '96
; i/. 10s. , May, '00

; very

fine copy, 5/., June, '00
; bound in full polished calf with

all wrappers preserved, 3/., Christie's, June, '98. A copy in

half-morocco with autograph inscription by Dickens to Lady
Normanby—to w'hom the book is dedicated—sold for 21/.,

at Sotheby's, in June, '03.

48 The Haunted Man and the Ghost's Bargain. A
Fancy for Christmas Time. By Charles Dickens. London:
Bradbur}- & Evans, 1848. [With frontispiece and title-

page by Tenniel, and 14 wood-cuts by Tenniel, Leech,

Stone, and Stanfield. Foolscap 8vo., crimson cloth, with

gilt holly and mistletoe decoration on side and back, gilt

edges, pp. 188, price 5.;.]

Writing: to Forster in August, 1846, Dickens said : *I have

been dimly conceiving a ghostly and wild idea, which I

suppose I must now reserve for the next Christmas book.

Nous Perrons. It will mature in the streets of Paris by night

as well as in London.' This was thebeirinning of the 'Haunted
Man' of which no more was done until September, 1847,
when he sent Forster the first few slips. 'Dombey' was pro-

gressing slowly through all that year, and as we have seen the

Christmas book had to be abandoned. But with his book
finished, the ' Haunted Man ' was quickly written, and pub-

lished a few days before Christmas ver}^ successfully. With
it the series of Christmas books ended.

A very large first edition was published ; copies are quite

common and are priced usually at about the published price.

The Christmas books have been reprinted many times. The
first one-vol. edition of i 852 contained a frontispiece by Leech

and a new preface ; in 1869 a demy 8vo. edition was issued;

and in 1878 the Household Edition with 26 wood-cuts by
E. G. Dalziel.

A set of the first issues of the five Christmas books, bound
in polished Levant morocco with original covers preserved,
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sold at Christie's in June, '9S, for 10/. ; another set in tlie

original cloth sold at Sotheby's at same time tor 5/. zs. 6J.

49 The Pl blic Hkai.th a Public Question. First

Report of the Metropolitan Sanitary Association. Pro-

ceedings at the Public Meeting at Freemasons* Hall,

February 6, 1850. Published by the Association, 1850.

[ 8vo., sewed, 32 pp. ]

In pai:es 24-26 of this pamphlet is the speech by Dickens

to which Sir Peter Laurie replied at a meeting of the Mary-
jebone Vestry, three days later, as sarcastically referred to in

the pretace to the first cheap edition ot 'Oliver Twist.' The
Metropolitan Sanitary Association had been formed to agitate

for the extension of the Public Health Act to London. At
this their first meetini: the Bishop of London presided, and

spoke ot the Jacob's Island of 'Oliver Twist' as a typical

insanitary district.

50 The Pl RsoNAL History, Adventures, Experience,

AND Observation of David Copperfield the Younger

OF Blundfrstone Rookery, which he never meant to be

published on any account. With 40 illustrations by H.

K. Browne. London: Bradbury & Evans, 1850. [One
vol., cloth, pp. XVI. 624, price one guinea. Issued also

in 20 shilling monthly parts in green paper wrapper

designed by * Phiz,' May, 1849, to November, 18^0,

parts 19 and 20 forming a double number. Preface

dated * London, October, 1850'.]

His Christmas book finished, Dickens heiran his new novel

taking a hint from Forstcr that for a change it might be

written in the first person ; a visit to Yarmouth, ' the strangest

place in the world,' gave him the scenery for his opening

chapters. The choice ot a name gave trouble, and at first the

story moved with difficulty :
' My hand is out in the matter
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of " Copperfield ".
. . Though I know what I want to do I

am lumbering on like a stage waggon.' Once fairly begun,
however, it bore him along triumphantly. He entered into it

thoroughly, making it the truest to actuality of all his books.
* There seems to be a bright unanimity about "Copperfield".

I am very much interested and pleased in it myself ; and to

Lytton :
' I have kept and am keeping my mind very steadily

upon it*; and as it drew near its end: *Oh, my dear Forster, if

1 were to say half of what "Copperfield" makes me feel tonight,

how strangely even to you I should be turned inside out
!

'

Micawber, Peggotty, Dick, Uriah Heep : these immortals

suffice for the inclusion of 'David Copperfield* among the

masterpieces of English fiction. In it Dickens told of his

early hardships : the child-wife enshrines an early memory,
as well as being a study of Mary Hogarth, the sister-in-law

whose early death so affected Dickens.

The sales of the early numbers were rather disappointing,

never exceeding twenty-five thousand. The profits were

correspondingly small, and again the vision of a periodical of

his own became persistent with Dickens. This time it was
not laid. ,

A Reading Edition was issue-d by Ticknor & Fields in 1868,

foolscap 8vo., paper wrapper, with a prefatory note that it is

the only correct and authorised edition. It was also issued

at same time by same firm in special printed wrapper with

the Reading Edition of ' Bob Sawyer's Party *.

Value, In parts as issued {At Sotheby's unless othernjcise

stated) : in morocco case, 4/. 4^., Feby., '96; 2/. %s., Feby., '97;

2/. I oj., Decern., '97 ; with some covers awanting, 21;,, at

Puttick's, Feby., '98 ; in half-morocco case, 2/. 6j., May, '985

2/. 2 J., July, '99, and Jany., *02
; calf-extra by Riviere with

wrapper bound up, 30/., Feby., '98
;
polished calf with all

wrappers preserved, 2/, ijs. 6d.y Christie's, June, '98
; mor-

occo extra by Riviere with wrapper bound up, 3/., May, '00
;

halt-calf gilt, 22/., Feby., '97. In one vol., original cloth,

2/. 4^., Christie's, Feby., '97
; 305., Decem., '97

; 35;,, May,
*oo. lihtfirst issue of first edition is dated 1850 ; succeeding

issues of same year have no date.
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51 *The TiMhs,' Wednesday, November 14, anJ

Monday, November 19, 1S49. Two letters signed

* Charles Dickens ' dated ' Devonshire Terrace, Tuesday,

November 13' and 'Saturday, November 17' respectively.

Dickens witncssal the public execution of the Manninj,'S

at Horscmonj^er Lane on November 1 3, and was horrified at

the callous brutality of the mob. These two letters in the

Times started the aijitation which ultimately succeeded in

having public executions abolished. The two letters were at

the time reprinted and widely circulated as a leaflet in further-

ance of the ag^itation ; they are now included in the Letters.

52 Household Words : A Weekly Journal conducted

by Charles Dickens. Price twopence weekly. Fir^t no.

issued Saturday, March 30, 1850 : and the 479M. and

last on Saturday, May 28, 1859. Published also by

Bradbury 5: Evans in 19 half-yearly volumes of 620 pp.

each, exclusive of title and contents..

The insufficent financial success of * Copperfield ' brou'^ht

Dickens back again to his great desire for a periodical ot his

own. As early as 1845 he had written Forstef : 'I really

think I have an idea and not a bad one for a periodical . . .

and think it positively good. I incline still to weekly, price

three-halfpence if possible, partly original partly select. . . .

' Carol ' philosophy, cheerful views, sharp anatomization of

humbug, jolly gooti temper; papers always in season, put

to the time of year ; and a vein of glowing, hearty, generous,

mirthtul, beaming reference in everything to Home and Fire-

side. And I could call it, Sir,

Thk Cricket,

A cheerful Creature that chirrups on the Hearth.

—

Natural
Hiitory.' The scheme however was put aside in favour of
the larger project, the Daily Nenvs. But true journalist as he
was, Dickens felt that a periodical entirely under his own
control, and written in great part by others, would broaden
his hold upon his readers, and give him an assured regular
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income. As first planned, the new periodical was to embody
a personality, a Shadow, which would identifiy itself with

ever^'thing printed in its pages, and induce its readers to think

that everything published arose from the Shadow's personal

experiences. The Shadow was to expose abuses, denounce

frauds, unmask hypocrisy, and be at the same time a genial

personal shadow accompanying the readers everywhere, and

becoming part of their lives. In this was a close resemblance

to Master Humphrey as originally projected and Forster dis-

approving, the idea of the Shadow was dropped. At last the

programme was definitely decided on, and an exceedingly

happy choice made in the name chosen. The first announce-

ment appeared in the Examiner on December 29, 1849 :

Messrs. Bradbury Sc Evans beg to announce that in

March next will be published, price twopence, the first

number of a new weekly miscellany of general literature,

conducted by Mr. Charles Dickens, designed for the

entertainment and instruction of all classes of Readers,

and to help in the discussion of the most important

social questions of the time.

For the early numbers Mrs. Gaskell wrote a serial; W. H.

Wills became assistant editor and manager, and many of the

popular writers of the time assisted. Several well-known

writers made a beginning in the journal ; 'Keep "House-
hold Words" imaginative ' was Dickens' standing instruction.

The proprietorship was divided : one-half to Dickens, one

fourth to Bradbury &; Evans, and one-eighth each to Wills

and Forster, Dickens receiving 500/. yearly and payment for

all his contributions. This arrangement continued satisfact-

orily until June, 1858, when Dickens resolved to dissolve

partnership with Bradbury Sc Evans, owing to their failure

to insert in Tunch the ' personal statement ' Dickens had

prepared in explanation of the separation he and his wife had

mutually agreed on. Against its publication Forster protested

in vain ; it is perhaps the only incident in Dickens' career

on which his biographers would gladly keep silent. Dickens

announced in 'Household Words' that it would shortly be

discontinued ; Bradbury & Evans applied to the Court of

Chancery for an injunction to restrain him from so doing.

The Court ordered the journal to be advertised for sale, and
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It was bought by Dickens for 3500/., and incorporated with

'All the Year Round*. Bradbury & Evans bej;an a lew

months later an opposition periodical, the deservedly famous

Once a H'ffk, which ran with doubttul success tor several yeai-s.

In the separately issued prospectus they gave their version of

the dispute.

The following^ list of identified contributions to 'Household

Words' is reprinted with one or two minor alterations, from

Mr. Kitton's exhaustive A//«or li'ritings ofDicfuns. The two

serials, 'A Child's History of England' and 'Hard Times lor

These Times' are referred to under their respective heads.

• Ittiiicatei those contributions after-tvards republished in

* Reprinted Pieces'.

X Indicates the articles nxritten in collaboration nxith Mr.
H\ H. frills.

1850
March 30, A Preliminary Word.

„ 30, Amusements of the People. First Paper.

„ 30, Valentine's Day at the Post Office. X

April 6, A Child's Dream of a Star. *

„ 6, Perfect Felicity in a Bird's Eye View.

„ I 3, The Household Narrative.

„ 13, Amusements of the People. Second Paper.

„ 27, Pet Prisoners.

May 4, The Heart of Mid-London. X

„ 1 1, From the Raven in the Happy Family.— I.

„ I 8, The Begging Letter Writer. *

,, 25, A Walk in a Workhouse. *

June 1, A Popular Delusion. |

„ 8, From the Raven in the Happy Family.— II.

„ I 5, Old Lamps for New Ones.

„ 22, The Sunday Screw.

July 6, The Old Lady in Threadneedle Street. X

„ 20, The Ghost of Art. *

„ 27, A Detective Police Party. First Paper. •

August 10, „ „ Second Paper. •

„ 24, From the Raven in the Happy Family.— III.

September 7, Two Chapters on Bank Note Forgeries.— I. X

,, 14, Three 'Detective' Anecdotes. *

„ 21, Two Chapters on Bank Note Forgeries.— II.
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1850
September 21, Foreign Portraits of Englishmen. (Many

corrections on proof by Dickens.

)

October 19, A Poor Man's Tale of a Patent. *

„ 26, Lively Turtle.

November 16, Household Words and English Wills.

December 14, A December Vision.

1851
Februarj' 1 , Plate Glass. %

„ 22, 'Births,—Mrs. Meek, of a Son.' •

March 8, A Monument of French Folly. *

„ 22, Bill-Sticking. *

April 5, Spitalfields. J

„ 26, The Metropolitan Protectives. J
May 10, The Guild of Literature and Art.

June 7, Epsom.

„ 14, On Duty with Inspector Field, *

,,28, A Few Conventionalities.

August 2, Our Watering Place. *
,

„ 23, Whole Hogs.

30, A Flight. *

September 6, One Man in a Dockyard. (With R. H. Home.)
October 11, Our School. *

December 6, My Uncle. J

1852
January 17, A Curious Dance round a Curious Tree. X
March 20, Post Office Money Orders. J
April 24, A Plated Article. *

July 31, Our Honourable Friend. •

August 28, Our Vestry. *

October 9, Our Bore. •

„ 30, Lying Awake. *

November 27, Trading in Death.

1853
February 5, Down with the Tide. *

March 19, Received—A Blank Child. %

June 4, Idiots. %

„ II, The Noble Savage. *

October i, Frauds on the Fairies.

December 31, The Long Voyage. *
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185+
January 21, Fire and Snow.

March 25, The Late Mr. Justice Talfounl.

October 7, To Working Men.
November 4, Our French Watering Place.

*

February 3, That Other Public.

„ 10, Gaslight Fairies.

„ 17, Prince Bull : a Fairy Tale. *

April 21, The Thousand and One Humbugs.— I.

M 28, ff n **•

May 5, „ >f HI.

June 16, By Rail to Parnassus.

„ 23, Smuggled Relations.

August 4, The Great Baby.

„ II, Our Commission.

„ 25, The Worthy Magistrate.

September 29, Out of Town. *

1856
January 26, A Nightly Scene in London.

Februar)' 2, The Friend of the Lions.

May 3, Proposals for a National Jest Book.

June 14, The Demeanor of Murderers.

„ 28, Out of the Season.

1857
August I, Curious Misprint in the Edinburgh Re'vieiu.

October 3 to 31, The Lazy Tour of Two Idle Apprentices.

( With Wilkie Collins, reprinted in 'Christmas Stories.')

1858

June 12, Personal.

1859
February 5, Douglas Jerrold.

May 28, 'AH the Year Round.*

,,28, A Last Household Word.

The stories in which Dickens and Wills collaborated were

republished in i860 by Mr. Wills in Old Lea'ves : Qathered

Jrom ' Household IVords '. It is of no value. Several of Dickens*

articles were pirated and issued separately in America. But

collectors wisely ignore all American piracies.
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53 Household Words Almanac, pp. 28, price four-

pence, uniform in size with * Household Words ' was

issued for the years 1856 and 1857.

Contains the usual Almanac information, with a few illus-

trations. Copies are rather scarce as it seems to have had a

very small sale, and of little value since it is almost certain

Dickens had no active part in its production.

54 The Household Narrative of Current Events :

Monthly Supplement to * Household Words '. January,

1850, to December, 1855. Monthly, 24 pp., price two-

pence.

Edited by George Hogarth, Dickens* father-in-law, and
never very successful. It was a sort of compendium of the

preceding month's news. No doubt Dickens had a part in the

compiling—at any rate at the beginning—but his work can-

not now be identified. The MS. of the original prospectus,

entirely in Dickens* autograph, was recently priced in Mr.
Spencer's catalogue at 20/.

1850-58

The Christmas numbers of * Household Words ' toolc

the place left vacant by the Christmas books, of which
the last was issued in 1848. They contained about three

times as much matter as an ordinary weekly number.
Some reached large circulations exceeding 100,000 copies.

In nearly every case the framework of the numbers was

devised and written by Dickens, and he was often com-
pelled at the last moment to make good the failures of

others on whom he had relied to contribute.

1850

55 A Christmas Tree. To this Dickens contributed only

one storj-.
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1S5 I

56 What Christmas is as We Grow Older. Only one

chapter by Dickens.

1852

57 A Round of Stories by the Christmas Fire. Two
stories bv Dickens, 'The Poor Relation's Story' and 'The
Child's Story'. 'The Nurse's Story' is by Mrs. Gaskell.

1853

58 Another Round of Stories by the Christmas Fire.

* The Schoolboy's Story ' and ' Nobody's Story ' by Dickens.

1854

59 The Seven Poor Travellers. Two chapters only by

Dickens, 'The First Poor Traveller' and 'The Road '. This

number is the best known of the series. It purported to des-

cribe a Christmas Day festivity at the Charity at Rochester,

founded by Richard Watts about 1570 for 'Six poor travellers

who, not being Rogues or Proctors [/'. ^., beggars possessing

a license or procuration to beg for some hospital or lazar

house] may receive gratis for one night Lodging, Entertain-

ment, and Fourpence each.' It may be stated that the festiv-

ities described never did, and never do, take place at this

ancient Charity.

1855
60 The Holly Tree Inn. Of the seven stories Dickens

wrote three, ' The Guest,' ' The Boots,' and ' The Bill
'

; the

other four stories were by Wilkie Collins.

1856
61 The Wreck of the 'Golden Mary*. Chapter I. and

the beautiful 'Child's Hymn' in chapter III. by Dickens
;

rest by Wilkie Collins.

1857
62 The Perils of certain English Prisoners and their

treasure in Women, Children and Jewels. Was suggest-

ed by the atrocities of the Indian Mutiny. Chapters I. and III.

by Dickens ; remainder by Wilkie Collins, who also sketched

the plot. The MS. of this number, with an autograph letter

of Dickens, sold at Sotheby's in June, '90, for 20c/.

185S

63 A House to Let. Of the six stories only one, 'Going
into Society,' was written by Dickens.
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After Dickens* death the extra Christmas numbers of both
* Household Words * and * All the Year Round ' were Issued

in one volume in 1871 by Chapman & Hall, in the 'Charles

Dickens* edition of the Works. In some editions some of the

stories are included in 'Reprinted Pieces,* and in other editions

in * Christmas Stories.'

These Christmas Numbers were issued without wrappers.

A complete set sold at Puttick's in December, '93, for 32J.

A Reading Edition of the 1855 number, * Boots at the Holly

Tree Inn* was issued in 1867 by Ticknor & Fields, foolscap

8vo., printed wrapper, with the usual prefatory note that it

is the only authorised edition. It was also bound up with the

Reading Edition of * Nickleby * in special printed wrapper in

1868.

64 Mr. Nightingale's Diary : A Farce in one Act.

By
[ ]. London: 185 i. [8vo., pp. 26 and title, etc.]

Bradbury & Evans, Printers, Whitefriars.

This play was originally written by Mark Lemon for the

Company of Strolling Players which Dickens had organised

on behalf of the Guild of Literature and Art, Dickens also

had promised to write a farce for the Players, but through

pressure of other work could not complete it in time. As
stage-manager he had besides all the worries incident to such

a task. * Mr. Nightingale's Diary * was produced with great

success at Devonshire House on May 27, 1851, with Lemon,
Wilkie Collins, and Dickens in the cast. During rehearsal,

so many changes and additions were made by Dickens that

in the end the farce was very much more his than Lemon's.

It was one of the pieces produced at the Tavistock House
private theatricals of 1855.

The little pamphlet of 1851 is unique, the only known
copy being in the Forster collection in South Kensington

Museum. It was reprinted by J. R. Osgood & Co. of Boston

in 1877, i2mo., cloth; a copy sold at Sotheby's in April,

1895, for i/. 1 35. It is included In a volume entitled Tlays

ofCharlei Dickens, issued from the publishing office of Bib-

liography.
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65 'The Kkepsake* for 1852, edited by Miss Mar-

guerite Power. London : David Boguc,

To thii number of the Kerpsake Dickens sent *To be Read

at Dusk*. Lady Blessinsrton had rcsij^ned the editorship in

favour of her niece Miss Power, on whose behalf the Gore

House set, as it was called, beat up a strong list of contrib-

utors. Thackeray, Tennyson, Carlyle, and Lytton also wiotc

for this number. Copies are of little value.

Dickens' contribution seems to have been separately issued

at same time, as copies in demy 8vo., 19 pp., * To be Read at

Dusk, by Charles Dickens. London : privately printed by

G. Barclay, 1852,* are sometimes met with, a copy being

sold at Sotheby's in December, '93, for 5/. "js. 6J., in morocco

extra by Zaehnsdorf. An account of this pamphlet is given

in a letter to the Atkenanm^ May 16, i 891, by Mr. Plumtrc

Johnson.

The Frying Offering for 1851, published in New York, con-

tains a story, Lizzie Leigh, signed 'Charles Dickens*. On the

strength of this supposed Dickens interest a fancy price is

usually asked by dealers. It is however quite worthless ; the

story was written by Mrs. Gaskell. The book is merely an

ignorant American piracy.

66 A Child's History of England. By Charles Dickens.

London : Bradbury & Evans, 1852-4. [Three volumes,

square 8vo., each with a frontispiece by F. W. Topham.
Vol. L, England from ancient times to the death of King

John, pp. XI. 210, 1852.—Vol. IL, England from the

reign of Henry IIL to the reign of Richard IIL, pp. viii.

214, 1853.—Vol. IIL, England from the reign of Henry
VII. to the Revolution of 1688, pp. viii. 321, 1854.]

Writing in 1843 ^o Douglas Jerrold Dickens said : *! am
writing a little history of England for my boy which I will

send you when it is printed for him, though your boys are

too old to profit by it.' This intention never came to fruition,
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until ten years later it was revived and appeared irregularly

in 'Household Words' from January 25, 1 851, to December
10, 1853, in forty-five chapters. It was re-divided into thirty-

seven chapters when published in book form. It was dictated

to Miss Georgina Hogarth—the only work, it is stated in the

Letters, he ever dictated. No doubt he hoped to do for English

history what Scott has done for Scots history in the Tales of
a grandfather.

A set in original cloth sold at Puttick's in December, '93,

for 3 2 J.

6"] Bleak House. By Charles Dickens. With 40 illus-

trations by H. K. Browne. London : Bradbury & Evans,

1853. [One vol., cloth, pp. xvi. 624, price one guinea.

Also issued in 20 shilling monthly p.irts in green paper

wrapper with design by 'Phiz,' March, 1852, to Sep-

tember, 1853, parts 19 and 20 forming a double number.

Preface dated 'London, August, 1853 '.

From Broadstairs in August, 1851, Dickens wrote Forster:

' I sit down between whiles to think of a new story and, as

it begins to grow, such a torment of a desire to be anywhere

but where I am, and to be going I don't know where I don't

know why, takes hold of me that it is like \i€\n% dri'ven away.*

This was the beginning of 'Bleak House'; by the end of the

year two numbers were written. The story was originally to

be called ' Tom All Alone's,' and 'Jo' was to occupy a much
more prominent part in the plot. An article in ' Household

Words,' Martyrs in Chancery, detailing some Chancery abuses,

was flippantly answered in the times by Sir Edward Sugden.

This determined Dickens to make his new book the means
of exposing the mockery of justice in Chancery. All the

legal abuses particularised by Dickens were drawn from cases

then in the Courts.

During the writing Dickens was ill several times : early in

its course he wrote that ' hypochondriacal whisperings tell

me that I am rather overworked *. In June he went to

Boulogne and there in August the story ' got itself finished '.

5

4
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* Bleak House ' contains the famous delineation of Leiijh

Hunt as 'Skimpole,' a<,''ainst \%hich sujiposcd literal interpret-

ation Dickens protested in the article *Leii,'h Hunt: a

Remonstrance,' in 'All the Year Round,' December 24, 1859.

*Boythorn' is Savai^e Landor, who is said to have enjoyed

his vicarious immortality.

Of the first number thirty thousand were sold, later numbers
risin? to over forty thousand. This lari;c sale for a rather

artificial story Forster riijhtly attributes to the continuous

appreciation ot ' Copperficld,* which then as now is secoml

only to * Pickwick ' in its total sales.

For advance prools for the American edition Harper paid

Dickens 400/.

Value. In 20 parts as published {All at Sot/iehy's) : 2/. 4/.,

Feby., '9>; in halt-calt by Riviere with wrapper preserved,

28;., Feby., '98 ; morocco e.xtra by Zaehnsdorf with wrapper

preserved, \l. i u., June, '98
; morocco extra by Riviere with

wrapper preserved, 3/. i -js. 6i.i., excellent price. In one vol.,

original cloth : 3/. lo^., June, '00.

68 Hard Times. For These Times. By Charles

Dickens. London : Bradbury & Evans, 1854. [Post 8vo.,

cloth, pp. VIII. 352, no illustnitions, price 5/.]

Written as a serial for 'Household Words,' in which it

appeared weekly from April i to August 12, 1854. Writing
from Boulogne in January, Dickens sent a list of fourteen

proposed titles, of which the only one on which both he and

Forster agreed was 'Hard Times.' 'Simple Arithmetic,*

*Mr, Gradgrind's Facts,' 'The Gradgrind Philosophy,' were

some of the titles proposed, and it was as an exposition of the

worthlessness of the latter system that the book was written.

* My satire,' he said to Charles Kent, 'is against those who
see figures and averages and nothing else—the representatives

of the wickedest and most enormous vice of this time—the

men who through long years to come, will do more to damage
the really useful truths of political economy than I could do
(if I tried) in my whole life.*
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Value. In original cloth, one vol, : 25/., Feby., '96; very

fine unopened copy, with inserted letter of Carlyle, to whom
the story is dedicated, 3/., Sotheby's, Feby,, '97 ; rebound in

Levant morocco, gilt top, with original covers preserved, 32.,

Christie's, June, '98.

69 Speech of Charles Dickens, Esq., Delivered at the

Meeting of the Administrative Reform Association, at

Theatre Royal, Drury Lane, Wednesday, June 27, 1855.
London : Effingham Wilson, 1855. [ 8 vo., sewn, pp. 1 1

.]

Dickens threw himself with ardor into the agitation that

followed the exposure of War Office mismanagement during

the Crimean War. Without doubt many leaders in the

Examiner and elsewhere at this time are from his pen, and
his energies found further vent in attending committees and

speaking at public meetings. The great meeting at Drury
Lane was supposed to herald a new era, but as usual nothing

came of it. Dickens however was quite satisfied with his part.

Writing Macready on June 30, 1855, he said: * They are

going to print my speech in tract form and send it all over

the country. I corrected it for the purpose last night.'

The first edition of the pamphlet contains a misprint on the

first page—'eighteen thundred'—which was corrected in

subsequent editions.

Value, At Sotheby's, 8vo. sewn as issued : 2/,, April, '90;

in calf-extra, I /., June, '94. The corrected proof of the speech

with many additions in Dickens' autograph, sold at Sotheby's

in May, '00, for 15/.

70 The Frozen Deep. A Drama by Wilkie Collins

and Charles Dickens. [Written in 1856. Unpublished.]

Collins' play, *The Frozen Deep,' was produced by Dickens'

company of Players in 1856 for the Douglas Jerrold fund,

and again the next year at the Tavistock House private theat-

ricals. As in the case of ' Mr. Nightingale's Diary,' the drama
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during rehearsal was so greatly changed by Dickens that in

the end it was much more his work than the oriijinal author's.

The drama has never been published. The original MS. ot

the drama and the original prompt book were sold for 300/.

at Sotheby's in June, '90. Mr. Kitton states that a printccl

copy, believed to be absolutely unique, was in the possession

of the late W. R. Hus^hes. To VVilkie Collins' play 'The
Lighthouse,* produced at the Tavistock House Theatricals

of 1855, Dickens also wrote a prologue and the 'Song of the

Wreck,' both reprinted in the Letters.

71 Spkech of Charles Dickens, Esq., at the Anniver-

sary Festival of the Hospital for Sick Children,

February 9, 1858. [12 pp., printed paper wrapper, post

8vo., sewn.]

The Sick Children's Hospital in Great Ormonde Street,

established in 1853, found its work seriously hampered for

want of funds, and the idea of a public dinner being mooted,
appealed to Dickens to take the chair. He agreed with great

eagerness; exerted himself to secure success, and from the

chair made a most moving appeal. Nearly 3500/. was sub-

scribed at the dinner, and on April i 5 Dickens gave a public

Reading of the 'Carol* in St. Martin's Hall on behalf of

the Hospital w ith overwhelming success. Thanks to Dickens,

the Hospital was thus firmly established in its good work, and
since that day has prospered. Theyfr;/ edition of the pamphlet
contains an announcement of the forthcoming Reading on
April 15. A fortnight later, on April 29, Dickens gave the

first public Reading for his own benefit.

The little pamphlet is rare, and is priced usually about 3/.

72 * The Times,' June 16, 1857.

Contains a paragraph of 35 lines reporting the funeral of

Douglas Jerrold, who died June 8 and was buried on 15//".,

Dickens and Thackeray attending. The report is followed by
an outline of the various schemes proposed by the Committee
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Dickens had organised to provide a fund for the family of

Jerrold who, though in harness till the day of his death as

editor of Lloyd's Weekly Ne^vs, left his family in straitened

circumstances. The Committee's arrangements included a

lecture by Thackeray on Weekday Preachers, and productions

of 'BlacJ^ Ev'd Susan and ' The Frozen Deep ' by Dickens'

company of Players ; over 2000/. was altogether realised.

The paragraph appeared in all the London morning papers

of June 16 and was written by Dickens. (Edmund Yates*

Autobiography, Vol. II.)

73 Little Dorrit. By Charles Dickens.* With 40
etchings by H. K. Browne. London : Bradbury & Evans,

1857. [One vol., cloth, pp. xiv. 625, price one guinea;

half-morocco, 24/. 6d. Also issued in 20 shilling monthly

parts, in green paper wrapper with design by ^ Phiz,'

December, 1855, to June, 1857, parts 19 and 20 form

a double number. Preface dated * London, May, 1857'.]

Dickens' arrangement with Bradbury & Evans came to an

end in 1852 and was renewed on like terms, modified only

in that publishers' commission was no longer charged in the

partnership accounts and Dickens reserved the right to ter-

minate the agreement at any time. During this period he

began to give public Readings from his books for the benefit

of Charities in various towns. In some instances payment of

expenses was offered and always declined, but the very large

sums invariably cleared brought vividly home to Dickens the

easy method that lay to his hand of greatly increasing his

income. The time was near at hand when the inducements

could be resisted no longer.

' Nobody's Fault '—the title first chosen—was begun at

Folkestone in September, 1855, and the month following

Dickens presided at the great dinner to bid Thackeray ' God
Speed' on his visit to America. Then to Paris for five months
with ' Little Dorrit ' on the stocks all the while, and after a

month in London, back to Boulogne.

In ' Little Dorrit ' Dickens again gave expression to his
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impatience with social inequalities. * I have almost finished

no. 3 in which I have relieved my indignant soul with a scar-

ifier.' he wrote to W'ilkic Collins; and to Macrcady • In no.

3 otniv new book I have been blowinij oti'a little ot inditjnant

steam which would otherwise blow me up, and with God's

leave I shall walk in the same all the days of my life ; but I

have no present political faith or hope—not a grain '....* I

am just now getting to work on no. 3—sometimes enthus-

iastic, often dull enough.' , . . 'There are some things in

Flora in no. 7 that seem to me extraordinarily droll, with

something serious at the bottom of them after all. Ah well

!

was there not something very serious in it once.^' (an allusion

to his girl-love).

With the second part a circulation of thirty-five thousand

was reached. The Circumlocution Office and the pictures of

the Marshalsea prison—with which Dickens had such good

cause to be acquainted—were inimitable and made of the

stor)' an immediate favourite. It was savagely cut up by some

critics. "B/acJ^i-vooJ called it ' twaddle,' and the Edinburgh

Re^ieiv accused Dickens of making capital out of some cries

of the day—it was immediately after the Crimean War, in

w hich the incompetence of the War Office was even greater

than during the Boer War, an almost incredible statement !

The article in 'Household Words* on August i, 1857, was

in reply to the Edinburgh.

Value. {At Sotheby's unless other'wise stated) In 20 parts as

published: 2/. 10/., Feby., '97, with autograph letter of

Clarkson Stanfield to whom * Little Dorrit ' is dedicated ; 22;.,

Feby., '96
; in two half-morocco cases with Dickens' crest

on back, 28/., Christie's, May, '00
; 23;., Nov., *oi ; in half-

calf extra by Riviere uncut, with covers preserved, 2 u., Feby.,

'98. Part 1 6 should contain a slip inserted :
* By an oversight

o' the Author's, which he did not observe until it was too

late for correction in the first impression of the number for

last month the name Rigaud is used in the seventeenth chapter

of the second Book, instead of Blandois. The personage in

the story who assumed the latter name, is habitually known
to the Author by the former as his real one and hence the

mistake. It is set right if the reader will have the goodness to
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substitute the word Blandois for Rigaud in that chapter

when it occurs. The chapter begins at page 467 and ends at

page 474.'

About this time probably Dickens sent in his only contrib-

ution to Punch—and had it rejected by Mark Lemon, the

editor ! Mr. Spielman says the contribution was not exactly

* rejected ' but rather * not used,' because there was at the time

much matter in type dealing with the same subject, a water

famine in London. A page of MS., quarto, mounted in port-

folio, entitled 'Dreadful Hardships endured by the shipwrecked

crew of the London chiefly for want of water,* was sold at

Sotheby's in June, '99, for 16/. It is one of the little ironies

of things that the greatest humourist of last century was not

considered humourous enough for our national museum of

humour, Punch.

74 Vie et Aventures de Nicolas Nickleby. Traduit

avec I'autorisation de I'Auteur par P. Lorain. Paris:

Hachette, 1857. [Contains an address by Dickens to

his French readers dated * Tavistock House, January 17,

1857'.]

75 The Case of the Reformers of the Literary Fund
Stated by Charles W. Dilke, Charles Dickens, and John
Forster. London: Bradbury & Evans, 1858. [8vo., pp.

16, sewed.]

76 The Royal Literary Fund. The Answer to the

Committee's Summary of * Facts,* by C. W. Dilke,

Charles Dickens, and John Forster. London : Bradbury

& Evans, 1858. [8vo., sewed.]

The story of this old literary duel is told in the Athen^um

and Examiner of the time. Dickens was a member of the

Committee of the Royal Literary Fund with Dilke and Forster,

but all resigned in protest against the method of distributing
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the funds. To the first pamphl'jt tlic Committee issued a

pamplilet in reply, Summitry of Fuels in am-ivrr to Allegations

contiiineJ in ' The C^^^ 0/ tire Reformers of the Royal Literary

Fund' and to this the Rctoriners replied with the secfjnvi

pamphlet. The pamphlets are usually priced about 1 5;.

77 Rkprintfd Pif.cfs. By Charles Dickens. LonJo.i :

Chapman & Hall, 1858. [pp.435]

This volume, the eijjhth in the Library edition, contained

thirtv one stories, etc., reprinted from 'Household Words*
ami its Christmas numbers. Cnder these headini,'s the reprinted

articles are indicated. The Library edition was the first

outconic ot the restored relations with Chapman .i Hall after

the breach with Bradbury & Evans.

78 Mr. Thackeray, Mr. Yates, and t:ie Garrick

Club. The Correspondence and Facts stated by Edmund
Vates. Printed for private circulation, 1859. [8vo., pp.

13, sewn]

This unfortunate dispute was caused by an unconsidered

article on Thackeray wliich \'ates wrote and published in

Toivn Tall^y a paper he then edited. In it he spoke slightingly

of Thackeray's sense of honour, insinuating c^espicable reasons

for the selecting of the Four Qeorges for his American lectures.

Both were members of the Garrick Club, and Thackeray,

somewhat hastily accepting the article as a personal insult,

placed the matter in the hands of the Committee. Dickens

also was a member of the Club and an old friend of Vates,

w hose cause he warmly espoused. A battle royal between the

Giants ensued; Vates was called upon to apologise or resign:

he would do neither and was expelled, Dickens never entered

the Club again. In his paper, To-ixn Talk, Vates published his

version of the affair; reprinted in pamphlet form it is exceed-

ingly scarce, a copy being sold at Sotheby's in December, '9 i,

for 20/. Lovers of the two great writers will remember with

satisfaction that by and-bye the coolness between the two wore
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off, and meeting by chance on the steps of the Athenaeum a

few weeks before Thackeray's death, they frankly and cor-

dially clasped hands,

A facsimile reprint of the pamphlet was issued a few years

ago; copies are priced usually about zl.

1859-70

79 All The Year Round : A Weekly Journal conduct-

ed by Charles Dickens. Price twopence weekly. First

number issued April 30, 1859, from the Office, Welling-

ton Street, Strand.

The neglect of Bradbury & Evans to insert in Tunch the

' personal statement ' Dickens had published in explanation

of his separation from his wife, was the immediate cause of

the rupture of relations. But it is probable that Dickens had

tired of paying Bradbury a fourth of the profits of * House-

hold Words * for which they did nothing, and which besides

was very profitable to them as printers. It may safely be

affirmed that had Dickens started a publisher of his own, as

he threatened in a letter to Forster in 1843, to sell his books

on commission only, he would very greatly have increased

his income.

The last number of * Household Words * was issued on May
28, and with the next issue of * All the Year Round ' the words

'with which is incorporated "Household Words '*' were

added to the title. The new paper met with instant success,

doubling the sale of its predecessor. At the end of its first

quarter Dickens wrote exultingly :
* So well has * All the Year

Round ' gone that it was yesterday able to repay me, with

rive per cent interest, all the money I advanced for its estab-

lishment (paper, print, etc., all paid down to the last number)

and yet to leave a good 500/. balance at the bankers !'

The general scheme was the same as of its predecessor, but

in ' All the Year Round ' the more important contributions

were signed. On December 5, 1868, a new series was begun,

in which minor changes in the make-up were introduced, and

the paper was set throughout in new type.
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The following list of Dirkens* contributions was compiled

by NIr. Kitton from an office hie of the journal, in which the

name ot the writer was marked to each article. The two
serials, 'A Talc ot Two Cities' and 'Great Ex|)cctations,* arc

rcTerred to uniler their respective heads.

1859
April 30, The Poor Man and his Ueer.

»» 30* Occasional kei,Mster. Wanted—Found—Missing.

( First six paragraphs, and ninth, tenth and Htteenth

by Dickens.)

May 7, Occasional Register. Wanted—Found— Missing.

(Paragraphs second, fifth, seventh, eighth and
twelfth by Dickens.)

September 24, Five New Points of Criminal Law.
December 24, Leigh Hunt. A Remonstrance.

„ 31, The Tattlesnivel Bleater.

1S60

January 21, Without a Name. ( Opening paragraph only.)

January 28, The Uncommercial Traveller. [First Series.

J

L—[His General Line of Business. The Shipwreck.]

(At first published under the general heading only,

the distinctive title to each article not being added

until issued in book form in 1861.)

February 18, IL—[Wapping Workhouse.]

„ 25, in.—[Two Views of a Cheap Theatre.]

March 10, IV.—[Poor Mercantile Jack.]

,t 24, V.—[Refreshments tor Travellers.]

April 7, VI.—[Travelling Abroad.]

„ 21, VII.—[The Great Tasmania's Cargo.]

May 5, VIII.—[City of London Churches.]

M 26, IX.—[Shy Neighbourhoods.]

June 16, X.—[Tramps.]

„ 30 XI.—[DuUborough Town.]
July 21, XII.—[Night Walks.]

August 18, XIII.—[Chambers.]

September 8, XIV.—[Nurses' Stories.]

„ 29, XV.—[ Arcadian London.]

October 13, XVI.—[The Italian Prisoner.]

August 4 and 11, Hunted Down. A Story in two portions.
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James Lucas, who on his wife's death retired to Stevenage to

live as a hermit. The notice attracted to his eccentricities by
this Christmas number has gained him the immortality of
mention in the Dictionary ofNational Biography.

1862

83 Somebody's Luggage. Chapters I., II., VII., and X. by
Dickens, and part of chapter III.

1863

84 Mrs. Lirriper's Lodgings. (First Christmas number
issued with a wrapper—dark blue paper.) Of the seven chap-

ters only two are by Dickens, but the creation of the kindly,

quick-witted, motherly old lodging-house keeper of the Strand

was one of his distinct achievements. The idea was so popular

that it was continued in the next Christmas number.

1864

85 Mrs. Lirriper's Legacy. For this Dickens wrote only

two chapters, the first and the last.

1865
86 Dr. Marigold's Prescriptions. First, sixth, and

seventh chapters by Dickens. This number was very popular

over quarter of a million being sold within a week. In 1868

a Reading edition was issued by Ticknor & Fields.

1866

87 MuGBY Junction. The idea of this number was taken

from an experience at Rugby Junction, when Dickens was so

rudely treated by the young person in charge of the refresh-

ment bar that the youth in attendance burst out laughing

—

he now figures as 'The Boy at Mugby '. The original of

* Lamps ' is said to have been a lamp-foreman at Tilbury,

named Chipperfield, who died in 1899. He used to boast

that Dickens often had long conversations with him, and

had given him a copy of the number. Dickens wrote four

sections: ' Barbox Bros.,' * Barbox Bros. Sc Co.,' 'The Boy
at Mugby,' and 'The Signal Man'. Over three hundred

thousand copies were sold in England and one hundred thou-

sand in America.

1867

8 3 No Thoroughfare. Written conjointly by Dickens

and Wilkie Collins, in the chalet at Gad's Hill. Each wrote

as near as possible half, Dickens being sole author only of
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the 'Overture' and the *Third Act*. Rco^ardin^ the iden-

tification of the work of each Collins said :
* We purposely

wrote so as to make discoveries of this difficult, if not imposs-

ible. I inserted passaijes in his chapters and he passajjes in

mine.' The story was afterwards dramatise<i by Collins, in

five acts, for production by Fechter, Dickens* friend : a copy

dated '6:', sold at Sotheby's in December, *oi for 5/. 12s. 6J.

With 'No Thoroughfare* the series of extra Christmas

numbers ended. Writing Wills in June, Dickens spoke of

the impossibility of ^ettinor a pood idea tor the next Christ-

mas number, and in December he announced the series would
end :

' The extra Christmas number has now been so exten-

sively and re£:ularly and often imitated that it is in danger of

becoming tiresome. I have therefor resolved (though I can-

not add, willingly) to abolish it at the highest tide of success.*

Atter Dickens' death the extra Christmas numbers were re-

sumed, and to them Besant and Rice contributed some of

their best joint writings.

The sections of the above Christmas numbers written by
Dickens were issued in a volume by Chapman Sc Hall in '71

and in '91 the numbers complete, illustrated, in one vol.

A set of the nine extra numbers, complete in wrappers in

fine condition, sold at Sotheby*s in December, '92, for 8/. 5;.

89 A Tale of Two Cities. By Charles Dickens. With
16 etchings by H. K. Browne. London: Chapman Sc

Hall, 193 Piccadilly, 1859. [One vol., red cloth, pp.

VIII. 254, price 9/. Also issued in 8 shilling monthly
parts, June to December, 1859, P^'^rts 7 and 8 forming

a double number. Preface dated * Tavistock House,

November, 1859 '.]

The first idea of * A Tale of Two Cities* came to Dickens
while playing in * The Frozen Deep * at the Tavistock House
private theatricals of June, '57, But illness and domestic

worries, culminating in the separation from his wife twelve
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months later, made a beginning then impossible. In April,

1858, came the first of the public Readings in St. Martin's

Hall, and by the end of October 125 Readings had been given

in London and the provinces. It is no wonder his great brain

began to grow weary and his imagination to fail him. For the

first time he began to keep a note book in which to jot down
suggestions for future books. Hitherto the trouble had been

to keep his imagination within bounds ; but even on him toil

was telling. There was no cure but work ; * I have now no
relief but in action. I am become quite incapable of rest. 1

am quite confident I should rust, break and die if I spared

myself. Much better to die, doing.* And so it remained till

the end.

A serial for * All the Year Round * was a necessity, and in

the beginning of 1859 it was put in hand. It began in the

first number and was continued weekly until the thirty-first.

Again as with the 'Clock* and *Hard Times' Dickens was

hampered with the limitations of weekly publication, but by
issuing also in monthly parts he hoped to partly overcome

this and to retain his old monthly public. In this he partly

succeeded : the story began with a monthly sale of over thirty

thousand. It is Dickens' second and most successful historical

novel. The period of which it treats had long been his

favourite historical study; Carlyle's French Resolution he knew
almost by heart. He entered thoroughly into the writing of

the story; ' It has greatly moved and excited me in the doing,

and Heaven knows I have done my best and believed in it,*

he wrote to Wilkie Collins. It was the last of his books il-

lustrated by ' Phiz'—the end of a twenty-two years* partner-

ship. It was published by Chapman & Hall on commission

only; henceforth Dickens sold no part of his copyrights.

For American rights Harper paid 1000/.

A dramatic version Sy Tom Taylor, considerably assisted

by Dickens, was produced at the Lyceum Theatre in i860.

The House of Tellson the banker, which figures so largely

in the story, is supposed to have had its prototype in the

great banking House of Thelluson, who died in 1797, leav-

ing a fortune of 600,000/. in the hands of trustees to accum-

ulate during the lives of his sons and his grandsons. It was

calculated that by that time, with compound interest, the
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fortune would amount to nearly nineteen millions. Rut much
litigation ensued, though in the end the House ot Lords con-

firmed the will. When in 1856 the last grandson died, there

was more litigation as to whether the fortune should go to

Thellusson's eldest male descendant or to the eldest male

descendant of his eldest son. iHtimately it was decided in the

latter's favour, but the law-costs were so enormous that in

result the fortune amounted to very little more than it was

originally. As a consequence of the original litigation the

Thellusson Act was passed in 1805, forbidding the accumul-

ation of property by will for more than 21 years.

Value. {At Sotheby's unless othernvise stated) In parts as

issued—complete sets are scarce, evidence that the large cir-

culation at the beginning was not maintained: ic/. 5^., Feb.,

'96, in half-morocco case; 5/. 5^., June, '98, with three covers

slightly soiled; 7/. 15;., June, '99; 8/. 5;., Novem., '99; in

half-morocco case by Riviere with Dickens' crest on back,

8/. 8/, Christie's, May, '00; 13/., June, *o2. One volume in

original red cloth : with inserted autograph letter of Lord

John Russell to whom the book is dedicated, 3/. 8;,, Feby.,

'97; i/, 15;., March, '^8, poor copy; 3/. 3;., May, '00; 2/. 12;.,

Oct., *oo ; i/. 1 95., Oct., '01 ; 2/. 14^., Jany., '02
; bound in

calf-extra, i/. 18;., Dowell's, Feby., '98; in half-morocco gilt,

with inscription 'Charles Dickens to Kate Macready, Dec-

ember, 1859,' 25/. 10;., Oct., '01.

90 Hunted Down. A Story in two parts. By Charles

Dickens. Published in the AVw 2'ork Ledger, August 20

and 27 and September 3, 1859, with seven wood-cuts;

published also in 'All the Year Round/ April 4 and 1 1,

i860.

Mr. Robert Bonner, proprietor of the 'Nenv Torl^ Ledger,

asked Dickens for a story which, after some hesitation, was
supplied, and 1000/. paid for it. These munificent terms for

rather less than half an ordinary monthly part, arc the only

thing remarkable about a rather ordinary story. It is founded

on the life of the notorious poisoner, Wainevvright, who had
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at one time been an acquaintance of Dickens. The story was
reprinted by J. C. Hotten in his Piccadilly Annual for 1870,
now worth about 4;. ; Hotten reissued it the same year in

pamphlet form, pp. 89, green paper wrapper, undated; a copy
sold at Sotheby's in Feby., '96, for 2 3 J.

91 The Uncommercial Traveller. By Charles

Dickens. London : Chapman & Hall, 1861. [One vol.,

crown 8vo., pp. 264, lilac-coloured cloth, price 6s. Pre-

face dated * December, i860 '.]

The seventeen papers published in * All the Year Round ' in

i860 under this general title, were issued in book form at

the end of the year, Dickens had always been interested in

the great charity of the Commercial Travellers' Schools, the

treasurer of which was a very intimate friend. He looked

upon himself as a sort of un-commercial traveller, represent-

ing as he said the firm of 'Human-interest Brothers'. In

many of these papers his midnight London adventures are

recorded. Insomnia troubled him greatly; the only cure he

could find was to go to bed, get up and dress, and then go
for a midnight walk through the London streets or fifteen

or twenty miles into the country; then home to breakfast.

During these midnight tramps he saw London in every con-

ceivable condition—and it lives again, every stone of it, in

his wonderful pages.

Value, {At Sotbebjy's unless othemjjtse stated) In one vol.,

original cloth : 2/. 6s., Dowell's, Feby., '98; 2/, 2;., Feby.,

'oc; 3/., March, '00; 30;., Oct., '00; 3/. 5/., Hodgson's, Feby.,

'01; il. lis., Puttick's, Oct., '01; 2/. 2;., Feby., '02; morocco

extra by Zaehnsdorf, 34J., May, '97.

92 A Curious Dance Round a Curious Tree, at St,

Luke's Lunatic Asylum, 1852. [Post 8vo., 19 pp., pink

paper wrapper, undated {circa i860).]

Mr. Kitton states that this * Household Words ' article was

written by W. H. Wills, but it was not reprinted by Wills
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in his Old Lrai'fs volume. It is generally accepted as written

by Dickens, on rather inconclusive evidence. The pamphlet

wa« repeatedly reprinted by the Committee of the Asylum; if

the last paratrraph on pac^e 19 is in heavy type the copy does

not belong to the hrst issue.

Value. In Feby., '96, a copy in morocco cover sold at

Sotheby's for 1/. k^s. ; 1/. los., March, '97; 1/. izs., March,
'99-

93 Grkat Expectations. By Charles Dickens. In 3

volumes. London : Chapman & Hall, 1861. [Post 8vo.,

cloth, vol. I., pp. 344, vol. II., pp. 351, vol. III., pp.

344, no illustrations; price 3IJ. 6^. In 1862 a new
edition in one volume, blue cloth, pp. 524, with front-

ispiece and vignette by Marcus Stone, was issued.]

While writing the ' Uncommercial* papers it was suggested

to Dickens that he should write a story in his early manner.

Just then he had been struck with an idea that, amplified,

became 'Great Expectations'. At first the intention was to

publish it in the usual 20 parts, but the state of 'All the

Year Round ' at the time had become so critical that Dickens

as usual had to go to the rescue. A serial by Lever in his

worst manner had been running a few weeks, and already an

ominous fall in circulation had begun. Dickens knew what

to expect if nothing was done. The direct and immediate

loss in abandoning separate publication was very great, but

there was no help for it; 'It was perfectly clear that the one

thing to be done was for me to strike in. I have therefor

decided to begin publishing on the first of December' The
story appeared weekly until August 3, 1861. A Reading
edition in the usual foolscap 8vo. form was issued in 1S67.

Value. Copies in good condition in original cloth are very

scarce as the first edition was almost entirely taken up by the

libraries. A copy sold at Sotheby's in June, '99, for 13/., and
in April, '02, for 11/. 10;. ; in half-morocco, 3/. 12;. 6J.,

July, '97. At Dowell's, Feby., '98, calt-extra by Bedford, 48;.
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94 * The Times,* January 12, 1861.

Contains a letter signed * Charles Dickens,* dated * Gad's
Hill, January 8,' protesting against a dramatised version of
* A Message from the Sea * announced at Britannia Theatre,

Hoxton, without his authority.

95 *The Times/ October 8, 1863.

In a letter dated * Gad's Hill Place, Higham by Rochester,

October 7,' Dickens relates his experience of the earthquake

felt throughout the South of England on September 28 : *I

was awakened by a violent swaying of my bedstead from side

to side, accompanied by a singular heaving motion. It was

exactly as if some great beast had been crouching asleep under

the bedstead and were now shaking itself and trying to rise.

The time by my watch was 20 minutes past 3, and I suppose

the shock to have lasted nearly a minute. The bedstead, a

large iron one, standing nearly North and South, appeared

to me to be the only piece of furniture in the room that was

heavily shaken.'

96 * CoRNHiLL Magazine,* February', 1 864. In Mem-
ORiAM, W. M. T., by Charles Dickens.

This beautiful tribute to Thackeray was written by Dickens

rather reluctantly; he felt too keenly the suddenness of his

great rival's death to be able to write as he wished. The
coolness caused by the Yates dispute had passed away, and

in this brief article Dickens expressed the feelings of his

generous heart.

97 Our Mutual Friend. By Charles Dickens. Lon-

don : Chapman & Hall, 1865. [Two vols., cloth, with

40 wood-cuts by Marcus Stone, R. A. Vol. I., pp. xii.

320, vol. II., pp. VIII. 309. *Postcript in lieu of Prc-

fiice ' dated * September 2W., 1865 '. Issued also in 20

shilling parts in green paper wrapper with design by
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Marcus Stone, May, 1864, to November, 1865, parts

19 and 20 forming a double number.]

The three years that elapsed between the end of 'Great

Expectations' and the be^innin}^ of 'Our Mutual Friend'

showed how seriously the Readinjjjs were absorbing Dickens*

attention and undermining his energy. Over 150 Readings

had been given during the period, and 'All the Year Round*
had his constant attention; work was sfdl his only relief. He
had had several attacks of illness

—
' not Gout,* he insisted

—

but he strove to ignore the warnings.

A tempting offer of 10,000/. for eight months* Readings in

Australia was made at this time and almost accepted: 'I can

force myself to go aboard a ship, and I can force myself to do

at that reading desk what I have done a hundred times ; but

whether with all this unsettled fluctuating distress in my
mind, I could force an original book out of it, is another

quettion.*

The title 'Our Mutual Friend* had been chosen four years

earlier and held against all objections. Its chief motive was

$uggested by the 'Found Drowned* bills along Thames-side.
* I think a man, young and perhaps eccentric, feigning to be

dead, and being dead to all intents and purposes external to

himself, and for years retaining the singular view of life and

character so imparted, would be a good leading incident for

a story.* Dickens* Manuscript book has a number of hints

and notes for the novel, evidencing the extreme care he gave

to its elaboration. He moved slowly, says Forster; and him-

self: *I have grown hard to satisfy and write very slowly.

And I have so much—not fiction—that nvii/ be thought of,

when I don*t want to think of it, that I am forced to take

more care than I once took.' His second son, Walter, had

died suddenly on the last day of 1863; his old friend John
Leech died in October, i86+; with the New Year Dickens

began to suffer so severely that he was compelled to take a

holiday in France: 'Work and worry without exercise will

soon make an end of mc. If I were not going away now I

should break down. No one knows as I know today how
near to it I have been.* The day of his return from France

he was in the railway accident at Staplehurst, escaping from
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the debris of his carriage uninjured but considerably shaken.

To his escape he feelingly refers in the Postscript.

Under the circumstances the wonder is, not that the story

moves so artificially, but that it should contain such varied

character-studies as the Veneerings, Eugene Wrayburn, and

Betsy Higden. There is not in any of his books 'more elo-

quent or generous pleading for the poor and neglected,' says

Porster, 'Betsy Higden finishes what Oliver Twist began.'

Value. Complete in 20 parts: 26;., at Sotheby's, Feby.,

'97; i/. I IS., at Sotheby's, Novem., *oi ; rebound in two vols.,

polished calf, with all wrappers preserved, 2/, 5^., Christie's,

June, '9S.

98 Readings by Charles Dickens. With illustrations

by S. Eytinge. Boston: Ticknor & Fields, 1868.

The authorised Reading editions published by Ticknor &
Fields seem to have been bound up together and issued in one

volume, cloth. A copy sold at Sotheby's, with an inscription

by Dickens, for 13/. 5/, in December, '91.

A curiosity of about this date is the broadside sold for 20/.

at Sotheby's in June, '99. It was headed 'Great International

Walking Match of Feby. 29, 1868' and went on : 'Articles

of Agreement between George Dolby, British Subject, alias

The Man of Ross, and James Ripley Osgood, alias The
Boston Bantam,' with a description of the Match written by

Dickens who was one of the umpires, and signed by George

Dolby, J. R. Osgood, J. T. Fields, and Charles Dickens (the

Gad's Hill Gasper).

99 Legends and Lyrics, by Adelaide Anne Proctor.

With an introduction by Charles Dickens. London: Bell

& Daldy, 1866.

To ' Household Words* there had come at intervals little

lyrics signed 'Mary Berwick* which greatly took Dickens'
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fancy, but he failed to discover the identify of the writer. At
dinner one nifjht at the house of his friend, * Barry Cornwall,'

he bcijan speakinjj to the daughter of the house about his

unknown correspondent as of a subject likely to interest her.

To Dickens* amazement Miss Proctor confessed that she was

*Mary Berwick*.

A first edition of the Lyrics, issued in 1861, is of no value.

The edition of 1866 was published while the authoress was

on her deathbed; it contains a preface of i i pp. by Dickens.

Value. In orjcrinal cloth, 2/. 6s., at Sotheby's, Decern.,

'92; and rebound in half-morocco, 32J., June, '9+.

100 *The Athen.«um,* March 31 and April 7, 1866.

Two letters on the history of * Pickwick,' rebutting claims

put forward by Seymour's son that his father was responsible

for the conception of the book and character of 'Pickwick.*

Letter dated *Gad*s Hill Place, March 28, 1 866,' and note

dated *April 3, 1866,* correcting misprint in letter.

10 1 'The Times,* September 4, 1867.

Letter dated *Gad's Hill Place, Sept. 2,' contradicting report

current regarding Dickens* health. Writing Mr. Fields of

Boston he said : 'The other day I received a letter from Mr.
— of New York saying that he would much like to see me.

I made an appointment in London and observed that when
he ifiJ see me he was obviously astonished. ... I angled for

the cause of his surprise. He then told me that there was a par-

agraph going the round of the papers that I was "in a critical

state of health". I asked him if he was sure it was n't

"cricketing** state of health. . . . Yesterday *s and today*s post

bring me this unaccountable paragraph from hosts of uneasy

friends, with the enormous and wonderful addition that

"eminent surgeons** are sending me to America for "cessation

from literary labour'* !! So I have written a quiet line to the

Times certifying to my own health."
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1 02 No Thoroughfare: A Drama in Five Acts and
a Prologue. By Charles Dickens and Wilkie Collins. As
first performed at the New Adelphi Theatre, London :

December 26, 1867. London: Office of * All the Year
Round '. New York : Robert M. de Witt, Publisher, No.

33, Rose Street. [Foolscap 8vo., printed wrapper, pp. 40.]

This extra Christmas number of * All the Year Round * was
arranged for the stage, by Wilkie Collins for the dialogue^

and by Dickens chiefly for the scenes and acts. Forster says

this is the only one of Dickens* writings he himself helped to

dramatise. As a play it had a very successful run, owing to

the superb acting of Fechter. The dramatic version differs

materially from the story, so much so that the Times said it

might be considered an entirely new work.

A copy sold at Sotheby's in December, '01, for 5/. 12 J. 6d.

103 Child Pictures from Dickens. With eight full-

page illustrations on wood by S. Eytinge, Jr. Boston :

Ticknor & Fields, 1868. [Square 8vo., pictorial cloth.]

An anthology of child-studies from Dickens' writings, with

a preface by Dickens, written while he was in Boston in 1 86>,

stating that 'this compilation is made for American children

with my free consent*.

104 The Uncommercial Traveller. By Charles

Dickens. Illustrated. With eleven new papers added.

London: Chapman & Hall, 1865.

This first cheap edition is a reprint of the 1861 edition with

eleven papers added which had appeared In 'All the Year

Round' on the following dates In 1863 : May 2 and 16, June

6, July 4 and 18, August i, 15, and 29, September 12 and

26, and October 24.

In the first issue of this edition the last paper Is numbered

18 instead of 28. In 1875 a new edition was issued as a
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volume ofthc Illustrated Libran,- edition. In it were Imluded

ciijht papers which had appeareil in ' All the \'car Round ' on

June 20, 1863, and Oaoi>cr 10, December 5 and 19, 1868,

and January 2 and 16, February 27, and June 5, 1869. The
paper, * A Flyleaf in a Life' (May 22, 1869), was not in-

cluded, but has appeared in all editions since 1900.

105 Gkorcf. Silvf.rman's Explanation. A Story in nine

chapters. Published in the Atlantic Monthly (Boston:

Ticknor Sc Fields) of January, February, and March,

1868 ; and in * All the Year Round,' February, 1868.

One of the friendships resulting from Dickens' first visit

to America was with Nlr. Fields of Boston, the author and

publisher, witli whom and Mrs. Fields Dickens regularly

corresponded. Before starting on his second visit to America
Dickens wrote this story specially for Mr. Fields' magazine,

the Atlantic Monthly^ receiving for it 1000/.

A set of the three numbers of the magazine containing the

story sold at Sotheby's in Feby., '97, for zzi.

'George Silverman's Explanation' was privately printed by

a Brighton printer in 1878, pp. 54, pink wrapper, but this

piracy is quite worthless.

106 Holiday Romance. A Story in Four parts.

In Our Voung Folks : an illuitratc<i Magazine for Boys and

Girlsy (Boston: Ticknor & Fields), January, March,
April, and May, 1868 ; and in * All the Year Round,*

January 25, February 8, March 14, and April 4, 1868.

For this story also Dickens received 1000/. *I hope It is

droll and very child-like;though the joke is a grown-up one
besides. You must try to like the Pirate story, for I am very

fond of it ' ; thus to Forster. In November, '99, the MS. of

the 'Holiday Romance' sold at Sotheby's for 105/.

In May, '67, the third series of the Readings closed, with

vague longings and temptations for an American winter tour.
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Offers for this had poured in on him ; the probable gains

seemed so great that Dickens could not long resist. After a

council with Forster and Dolby a decision to go was come
to, and in November he sailed for Boston. The five months*

tour was one long triumph, and he returned to England in

May, 1868.

107 * Atlantic Monthly,* August, 1869.

Contains an article * On Mr. Fechter's Acting* written by
Dickens to introduce his friend to the American public. It

was Dickens* last written and last published piece of casual

writing. Fcchter had presented to Dickens the famous
chalet at Gad's Hill. The article was reprinted in izmo.,

green printed wrapper, 24 pp., without date (PiSyz), at

Leeds, probably by Fechter.

108 Gad's Hill Gazette, price twopence. [Small 8vo.

in green printed wrapper, 4 pp., 1865-7.]

A friend of the family presented Dickens* younger son

—

now Mr. Henry Dickens, K. C,—with a small printing press

and type, and Dickens—anxious to encourage budding liter-

ary proclivities—used to write amusing storyettes and burles-

que correspondence for the ' Gazette *. In it were recorded

events interesting to the Gad*s Hill circle; records of comings

and goings, etc. Very few copies were printed ; they arc

very scarce and are priced usually about 4/.

A facsimile has been issued of the number for Aug. 5, 1865.

109 The Charles Dickens Dinner. An Authentic

Record of the Public Banquet given to Mr. Charles

Dickens at the Freemason's Hall, London, on Saturday,

November znJ., 1867, prior to his departure for the

United States. With a report of the Speeches from

special shorthand notes. With a preface by C[harles]

K[cnt]. Chapman & Hall, 1867. [8vo., sewn, wrappers]
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Contains reports of the speeches of Dickens, Lord Lytton,

Sir Charles Russell, Dllkc, Trollopc, I^nHseer, and others.

The book of words of the glt-es, etc., sunt: at the dinner was

also issue i, 4to., 12 pp., sewed, containing names of dinner

committee and stewards. Tlic pamphlets are usually priced

at 1 1, each.

I 10 Religious Opinions of the LateChauncey Hare
TowNSHFND, Published as directed in his will by his

Literary Executor. London: Chapman & Hall, 1869.

[With two-page introduction by Dickens; pp. vii. 293.]

Mr. Townshend, at one time a clergyman, was one of the

most enthusiastic of Dickens* admirers. To him Dickens de-

dicated 'Great Expectations,* presenting him also with the

MS., now in the museum at Wisbech. Mr. Townshend died

while Dickens was in America, leaving him 1000/. and

appointing him literary executor. Dickens accepted the trust,

and endeavoretl to make a cohesive book out of the jumble

of papers left him.

Copies in original cloth are priced about 15;.

I I I Address Delivered at the Birmingham and

Midland Institute, on the 27M. September, 1869, by

Charles Dickens, Esquire, President. Birmingham, print-

ed by Josiah Allen, Junr. [Demy 8vo., 16 pp., green

paper wrapper
]

Notwithstanding the breakdown of the third series of public

Readings, Dickens quickly rallied and was able to attend a

dinner given him in Liverpool on April 10, 1869. V'wc

months later he delivered to the members of the Midland

Institute in Birmingham an address on popular education, his

favourite topic. He concluded with his profession of faith:

* My faith in the people governing is, on the whole, infinit-

esimal; my faith in The People governed is, on the whole,

illimitable.' Copies are priced usually about 12;.
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112 The Mystery of Edwin Drood. By Charles

Dickens. London: Chapman & Hall, 1870. [One vol.,

cioth, pp. VIII. 190, with 12 illustrations by Luke Fildes,

R. A., and prefatory note by publishers dated *I2M.

August, 1870'. Issued also in 6 shilling parts, in green

pictorial wrapper designed by Charles Collins.]

Before he sailed for America, Dickens contracted with

Messrs. Chappel to give a course of a hundred Readings in

London and the provinces during the winter of 1868-9, for

which he was to receive 8000/. This added to the American
gains, 20,000/., and to the profits of the second course, 5000/.,

made 33,000/. in two years, as he gleefully told Forster. He
had returned from America in excellent health, * brown as a

berry,' he wrote Fields; 'my doctor was quite broken down
in spirits on seeing me for the first time last Saturday. **(jOod

Lord ! se'ven years younger !" said the doctor, recoiling.*

The enforced idleness of the sea voyage had worked the

miracle, but Dickens could not realise this. He had hardly

returned ere he plunged into work. His younger son sailed

for Australia in September to join an elder brother there; his

brother Frederick died in October; towards the end of that

month the Readings began. With them returned his old

attacks of illness. ' I have nothing to complain of, nothing,

nothing; though like Mariana I am aweary,* he wrote Forster;

and to Miss Hogarth in October he wrote of sickness and
sleepless nights, and of having to lie all day resting on the days

of the readings. At Preston in April, 1869, came the decided

break-down, with great pain in the right foot— * not gout,

what did Tiiompson mean by calling it gout.>*—and a feeling

of numbness in his left side and limbs. His surgeon, Mr.
Frank Beard, carried him back to London and the Readings

stopped.

Arrangements for the new—and last—book began to occupy

him. It was to be in twelve numbers instead of twenty as

hitherto. The price agreed on was 7,500/. for an edition of

25,000; 1000/. for advance proofs was received from America.

The story was to turn on the murder of a nephew by an uncle

and the murderer was to review his career as though some
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other were the actor and not himself. Nothinfr of the plot,

however, was told to anyone; Kildes knew no more than was

needed to tjuide him in his drawings; and Collins, Dickens'

son -in law, who dcsijjneti the cover and was first proposetl as

illustrator, was no better informed. In the cover design is the

only clue to the intended plot; beyond that is nothing.

Bcijun in August, i 869, Dickens' wish was to have the story

in trreater part written before publication began. He wrote

with difficulty; words were chan^^ed and sentences rewritten.

A comparison of the early and latest MSS. shows how much
overwork and illness had undermined his mental powers.

Of the first number nearly fifty thousand were sold, recall-

ing early triumphs. When the end came the third number

had been published and three more written; on the last he

was at work until late on the evening of June 8, until at six

o'clock he was called from the chalet to dinner, there to

confess to having been very ill for an hour before, and shortly

thereafter to slip to the fjround muttering incoherently. After

twelve hours of insensibility he passed away, and the world

was the poorer by all that was symbolised in the Empty Chair

at Gad's Hill.

Both in parts and in cloth * Edwin Drood * is quite common
and is priced usually about 10;.

1
1
3 Proceedings at the Anniversary Festivals of

THE Theatrical Fund for 1847-50-51-52-53-54-55-58
and 1866. Each containing report of a speech by Charles

Dickens. London: printed by Edward Brewster, etc.

Dickens took the greatest interest in the Theatrical Fund,

of which he was one of the originators and a trustee until his

death. He presidevi at its first dinner in 1846, and never

w illingly omitted attendance at any of its functions.

Copies of the reports are priced sometimes as high as 2/.

114 Speech of Charles Dickens as Chairman of the

Anniversary Festival Dinner of the Royal Free

Hospital, held at the F'reemason's Tavern on May 6,

1863. [izmo., 8 pp., 1870]
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115 The Newsvendors' Benevolent and Provident

Institution. Speeches in behalf of the Institution by the

late Mr. Charles Dickens, President. London : printed

by Buck & Wooten, 126 Westminster Bridge Road.

[1871, 15 pp., 8vo., printed wrapper]

Issued after Dickens' death. Contains reports of speeches

delivered in November, 1849, January, 1852, May, 1862,

May, 1865, and April, 1870; also letter to Secretay, dated
' Tavistock House, April 13, 1854',
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